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Curriculum and Instruction

The Development o f Phonological Awareness Skills in Preschool Children:
From Syllables to Phonemes (127 pp.)
Chair: Dr. Rhea Ashm oie^^
Phonemic awareness skills in children entering kindergarten predict later reading
success. This causal conqiarative study sought to gain a deeper understanding o f the
phonological awareness dolls that lead to phonemic awareness in young children
considering age and levels o f linguistic complexity within the component skills o f
rhyming, alliteration, blending, and segmenting.
Eighty typically developing 4- and 5-year-old children \A o had not entered
kindergarten participated in the study. A collection o f 10 tasks, taken 6om the Individual
Growth and Development Indicators (IG Dls), the Dynamic Indicators o f Basic Early
Literacy Skills (DIBELS), and the Phonological Awareness Test, was used to measure
phonological and phonemic awareness. Levels o f linguistic complexity included
detection and production &>r the skill o f rhyming and detection and categorization 5)r the
skill o f alliteration. The skills o f blending and segmenting included levels o f syllables,
onset and rime units, and phonemes.
Results A r one-way MANOVAs and univariate ANOVAs &>r each dependent variable
indicated a signiGcant diSerence between age groips at year and half year increments in
each o f the phonological awareness component skills (p < .001). Important and
signiGcant difkrences were found between the levels o f linguistic complexity with 8 of
thelO subskills with the exception o f syllable and phoneme segmenting. A hierarchy o f
difGculty f)r skill acquisition was identiGed for the group as a whole and for each group
by year o f age describing which skills were easiest and the most d iff cult. The results
provide a development continuum o f phonological awareness skills and subskills leading
to phonemic awareness in young children prior to entering kindergarten.
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Chapter 1
INTRODUCTION

The purpose o f the study is to determine levels o f phonological awareness skill
development in young children in the preschool years and identity the drills that lead to
phonemic awareness. The results Gom the study enhance the existing body o f literature
deGning phonological and phonemic awareness and eaqplaining when children develop
these early literacy skills. This information contributes to the knowledge o f literacy
development by identifying the skill sets that are precursors to the drills that predict
reading success.

Literacy, broadly deGned as the ability to read and write, is a critical component
o f the 6)undation 6)r academic achievement and represents not only one o f the most
complex acts perGmned by humans but one crucial to both educational outcomes and hfe
chances (Adams, 1990,2002; Beminger & Richards, 2002; Gillon, 2004; Moats, 2000;
McCardle, Scarborough, & Catts, 2001; Neuman & Dickinson, 2002; Shaywitz, 2003;
Snow, Bums, & GrijGGn, 1998; Torgesen, 1998). Assuming that the appropriate exposure
and instruction are present, literacy is usually acquired in a relatively predictable manner
beginning at birth and continuing throughout lik (Snow et a l 1998; van Kleeck, 1998).
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Emergent literacy has been deGned as the skills, knowledge, and attitudes that are
developmental precursors to reading and writing, as weU as the environments that support
these developments (Sulzby & Teale, 1991; Teak & Sulzby, 1986). The notion o f
emergent literacy implies a continuum (with no clear demarcation) between prereading
and reading (Lonigan, Burgess, & Anthony, 2000) in viiich literacy-related behaviors
and activities taking place during the preschool period are essential aspects o f the course
o f literacy development (Storch & Whitehurst, 2002).
Early and emergent literacy behaviors are seen in very young children, typicaGy,
2- to 3-year-olds as they attempt reading and writing acts without the awareness or
understanding o f ktter-sound relationships and behaviors observed in 4- to 5-year-old
children f)r whom an awareness and understanding o f letter-sound relationships have
begun to develop (Snow et a l, 1998). Typically developing older preschool children and
kindergarteners oGen move Gom eoKigent literacy into conventional literacy stages of
traditional reading and writing (Kaderavek & Justice, 2000). This process builds as
children develop then oral language structures, gain an awareness o f the sound structure
o f laipuage (phonological awareness), and Gnd meaning in the symbols around them
(Lonigan, BloomGeld, Anthony, Bacon, Phillips, & Samwel 1999; Snow et a l, 1998;
Whitehurst & Lonigan, 1998).
More than one in three children experience signiGcant dilGculties in learning to
read (Adams, 1990; National Institute o f Child Health and Human Development
[NICHD], 2000; Whitehurst & Lonigan, 1998). According to the 2002 national report
card on reading by the National Assessment o f Educational Progress (NAEP), most
children (64% ) were kss than proGcient in reading even aGer 12 years o f attempts to
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teach them. Nearly 36% o f f)urth graders were below the basic level o f reading. O f the
children who experienced serious problems with reading, Gom 10 to 15% eventually
dropped out ofhigh school and only 2% conpleted a 4-year college program. Surveys o f
adolescents and young adults with criminal records showed that about half o f the youths
with a history o f substance abuse had reading problems (N ICHD, 2000). A social
educational project entitled "Children o f the Code" reports that, statistically, more
American children suffer long-term lik-harm Gom the process o f learning to read than
Gom parental abuse, accidents, and all other childhood diseases and disorders combined.
In purely economic terms, reading-related difBculties cost our nation more than the war
on terror, crime, and drugs combined (Boulton, 2004).
There is strong continuity between the skills with which young children enter
school and then later academic perGrrmance (Catts, Fey, Zhang, & Tomblin 2001 ;
National Reading Panel, 2000; Snow et a l, 1998; Wagner, Torgesen, Rashotte, Hecht,
Barker, & Burgess, et a l, 1997; Whitehurst & Lonigan, 1998). One o f the most
conpelling findings Gom recent reading research is that children who get o ff to a poor
start in reading rarely catch up (Juel, 1988; Torgesen, 1998). The most common cause o f
reading disabilities is a weakness in the ability to process the phonological features o f
language (Torgesen, 1999). Shaywitz (2003) reported that the "vast m^ority (88%) o f the
dyslexic population share a common phonologic weakness" (p. 101).
A coirprehensive review o f research about beginning reading by Adams (1990)
established that early written word identiGcation depends on phonological awareness, a
conponent o f phonological processing. Her review had a m^or impact on subsequent
reading-based research. The past decade has seen an explosion o f knowledge concerning
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the s%niGcai)ce o f phonological processing and awareness abilities, print knowledge, and
oral language for the development of reading (e.g., Metsala & Ehri, 1998; Snow et aL,
1998). According to Richgek (2001), the last dozen years can be characterized, without
too much exaggeration, as the "Age o f Phonemic Awareness." The specification o f the
role o f phonokgical processing in the earliest stages o f reading acquisition is a notable
scientific success story (Stanovich, 1992).
Phonological processing rekrs to the ability to understand and use the sound
system o f our language to process written and oral information. According to Wagner and
Torgesen (1987), phonological processing refers to activities that require sensitivity to,
manipulation o^ and use o f the sounds in words. Research has identiGed three
interrelated clusters o f phonological processing abilities: phonological memory,
phonological naming, and phonological awareness (Wagner & Torgesen, 1987; Wagner,
Torgesen, & Rashotte, 1994; Whitehurst & Lonigan, 2002).
Phonological memory is the ability to immediately recall sound-based
inkrm atkn Gom short-term memory (Whitehurst & Lonigan, 2002). Phonological
naming, also called lexical retrieval, is the ability to efGciently retrieve phonological
inGumation which is stored in long-term memory (AUor, 2002; Whitehurst & Lonigan,
2002). Phonological awareness (also reGrred to as phonological sensitivity) is the
awareness (sensitivity) o f and the ability to detect and to manipulate the sound structures
o f oral language (Chard & Dickson, 1999; McBride-Chang, Wagner, & Chang, 1997;
Stanovich, 1992; van Kleeck, 1998; Whitehurst & Lonigan, 2002; Yopp & Yopp, 2000).
An important aspect o f phonological processing that describes the
interconnectedness o f the three components is phonological representation, which is the
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quality or (Gstinctness o f a given word stored in memory and the alnlity to access this
representation in a conscious manner (Gillon, 2004). Elbro, Borstrom, and Peterson
(1998) described the distinctness o f phonological representation in terms o f its separation
Gom words with similar phonological properties. The process by which the
representations o f spoken words change over time Gom holistic units to more Gnegrained segmental units depends largely on vocabulary growth (Metsala & Walley,
1998). This restructuring o f phonological representations to segmental units is necessary
6)r the development o f e^ghcit phoneme awareness (Rvachew, Nowak, & Clouier, 2004;
Walley, Metsala, & Garlock, 2003). Unless children have phonological representations o f
spoken words that are segmentable in nature, they can not be expected to identify or
manipulate individual phonemes o f the word in a conscious manner. I f children have
distinct phonological representations o f spoken words, then they may more easily access
the phonological segments o f the representations (Gillon, 2004).
The linguistic structures o f oral language that can be divided into smaller
congwnents and mangulated include: sentences into words, words into syllables,
intrasyllabic units (onset and rime), and individual phonemes (speech sounds) (Chard &
Dickson, 1999; Henq)enstall, 1997,2003). OperaGonally, the skills that represent
phonological awareness are rhyming, alliteration, blending (synthesizing linguistic units),
and segmenting (analyzing linguistic units) (Chard & Dickson, 1999). The most
sophisticated level o f phonological awareness is phonemic awareness, the understanding
that words are made up o f individual phonemes and the ability to manipulate these
phonemes either by segmenting, blending, or changing individual phonemes within
words to create new words (Chard & Dickson, 1999; Ehri, Nunes, WUows, Schuster,
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Yagboub-Zadeh, & Shanahan, 2001; Lonigan, Burgess, Anthony, & Badcer, 1998;
McBride-Chang et aL, 1997; Sensenbaugh, 1996; Snow et aL 1998; Vandervelden &
Siegel, 1997; van Kleeck, 1998; Yopp & Yopp, 2000). Table 1 outlines the linguistic
levels o f conq)lexity and a simple representation o f the components o f phonological
awareness that are included within the levels.

Tabk 1
LimgaWic Lcveh mud Phonological Awareness Components

Lingoistic Level

Phonological Awareness Comnonent

Word

Rhyming
Alliteration

Syllable

Blending
Segmenting

Intrasyllable (Onset-Rlme)

Blending
Segmenting

Phoneme

Blending
Segmenting

A convergence o f research findings using a variety o f populations and diverse
methods suggests that phonological awareness plays a critical and causal role in the
normal acquisition o f readii% (Adams, 1990; Anthony & Lonigan, 2004; Ball, 1993;
Blachman, 1994; Blaiklock, 2004; Byrne & Fielding-Bamsley, 1991; Gillon, 2004;
Lonigan et aL 2000; National Reading PaneL 2000; Oudeans, 2003; Snow et aL, 1998;
Stanovich, 1992; Wagner et aL, 1994). The three conqwnents o f phonological processing
are strongly related to subsequent decoding abilities, and, in the absence o f intervention,
individual differences in these processes are highly stable Gom the late preschool period
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forward (Whitehurst & Lonigan, 1998). These studies have shown that children who are
better at detecting and manipulating syllables, rhymes, or phonemes learn to read more
quickly. This relationship is present even after variability in reading ddlls due to Actors
such as intelligence, receptive vocabulary, memory skills, and social class is partialed out
(e.g., Bryant, MacLean, Bradley, & Crossland, 1990; Wagner & Torgesen, 1987; Wagner
et al., 1994). Moreover, there is a core phonological deGcit in nearly aU poor readers
regardless o f whether their reading abilities are consistent or inconsistent with their
general cognitive abilities (Shaywitz, 2003; Stanovich, 1992; Stanovich & Siegel, 1994;
Torgesen, 1999). However, one o f the most exciting recent research Gndings is that
phonological awareness development is relatively simple to manipulate, and increases in
phonological awareness skill development result in inqrroved reading skills (Oudeans,
2004; Gillon, 2004)
Research Gndings indicate that the variance common to phonological awareness
tasks measuring different levels o f linguistic conq)lexity represents the predictive aspect
o f the phonological awareness construct (Lonigan et aL, 1998; Wagner et aL 1997). Yopp
(1988) 5)und that rhyme detection, alliteration detection, phonemic isolation, and
phoneme segmentation each demonstrated high construct vaGdity. Phonological
awareness is one o f the strongest longitudinal predictors o f reading success in children
(Catts et aL, 2001; Ehri et aL, 2001; Gillon, 2004; Honig, 1997; McBride-Clang et aL,
1997; National Reading Panel, 2000; Wagner, et al., 1997).
The ability o f phonological awareness to predict reading success is paralleled only
by knowledge o f the letter names and sounds o f the alphabet and is an even better
predictor than general cognitive ability (McBride-Chang et aL, 1997). Phonological
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awareness bas been found to be a stronger predictor o f reading success than
environmental print (M olkse, Mol&se, Modglin, Walker, & Neamon, 2004).
However, the m ^ rity o f predictive studies have involved either school-age
children or relatively small samples. The small number o f studies that have examined
phonological awareness in preschool-age children indicate that: (a) some level o f
phonological awareness can be measured in children as young as three years (Chaney,
1992; Fox & Routh, 1975; Lonigan et aL, 1998; MacLean, Bryant, & Bradley, 1987), (b)
phonological awareness measured in very young children is signiGcantly related to
subsequent phonological sensitivity (Bryant et aL, 1990; Burgess & Lonigan, 1998;
Lonigan et aL, 2000; MacLean et aL, 1987; Wagner et aL,1997), and (c) phonological
awareness measured in preschool-aged children is related to both concurrent and
subsequent reading-related knowledge and word decoding ability (Bryant et aL, 1990;
Chaney, 1992; Lonigan et aL, 1998).
Questions concerning the nature o f preschool phonological awareness leading to
phonemic awareness, as a conqwnent o f emergent literacy for later reading, are
important. Studies demonstrate that there are highly stable individual diGkrences in these
abilities Gom kindergarten krward (Wagner et aL, 1994,1997). Such Gndings suggest
that the preschool period is an important source o f development in skills associated with
later reading (Lonigan et aL, 2000). The illumination o f the nature and development o f
preschoolers' emergent literacy skiUs may facilitate an understanding o f how and when
children kam these skills and which children may go on to develop reading problems and
associated academic, social, behavioraL and emotional difGculties (Anthony, Lonigan,
Burgess, DriscoU, PhilGps, & Cantor, 2002). Distinguishing predictors o f phonological
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awareness may help educators and researchers identify those children at-risk k r reading
disabilities even be&re krm al reading instruction begins. More systematic research is
needed concerning the devekpmental o f these emergent literacy sk ills in preschool-age
children (McCardle et aL, 2001).
froW ew SWeTMcnr
Research has demonstrated that the phonemic awareness skills in kindergarten
children predict reading success later in schooL The skills leading to phonemic awareness
begin in preschool with the development o f phonological awareness. Studies supporting
the concept that phonological awareness develops during the preschool years described
phonological awareness development using broad age ranges, included partial skill sets,
and at times, did not consider the hierarchy o f linguistic difGculty within the subskills.
More research is needed to identify the development o f the subskills o f all the
con^nents o f phonological awareness considering the linguistic con^lexity within
specific age ranges.
ResewcA jgwestzon
Consideration o f the existing body o f enq)irical literature in reading acquisition
resulted in a primary research question vhich led to this research study. The primary
research question looks at the levels o f skill and subskill development, within a general
hierarchy o f linguistic conq)lexity o f phonological awareness, that lead to phonemic
awareness in the areas o f rhyming, alliteration, blending, and segmenting in 4- and 5year-old children prior to entering kindergarten.
This research study revolves around three specific research questions. These
questions are based on the evidence Gom a review o f the literature presented in c h ^ e r 2.
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10
The Grst research question addresses the impact that age has on the development o f
phonological awareness. The second and third research questions involve the levels o f
development within linguistic conq)lexity o f the identiGed conqponents o f phonological
awareness.
qwgfiiow. The subsidiary questions are:
1.

Is there an important and statistically consistent difkrence between the average

scores on the phonological awareness skills in children who are four years o f age and
children who are Gve years o f age?
2a. Is there an inqwrtant and statistically consistent difference between the
average raw scores o f the rhyming subskills o f detection and production by 4 -to 5-yearold children?
2b. Is there an important and statistically consistent difference between the
average raw scores o f the alliteration subskills o f detection and catergorization by 4- to 5year-old children?
3a. Is there an important and statistically consistent difference between the
average raw scores o f blending syllables, blending onset-rime units, and blending
phonemes by 4- to 5-year-old children?
3b. Is there an important and statistically consistent difkrence between the
average raw scores o f segmenting words into syllables, segmenting words into onset-rime
units, and segmenting words into phoiKmes by 4- to 5-year-old children?
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De/ÎMffioM

Terms

Terms relating to phonological and phonemic awareness are as follows:
Alliteration is a phonological awareness skill that requires the identiGcatkn and
production o f words that begin with the same sound.
Alphabetic Principle is an understanding ofthe correspondences between letters or
groups o f letters and their pronunciations.
Blending is a ^Aonological awareness skill that requires combining a sequence o f isolated
syllables or phonemes together to produce a word. This skill is also rekrred to as
synthesizing.
Deletion is a phonological awareness skill in which a sound or syllable is deleted Gom a
word and a new word is said (i.e., "say stop," now say "stop" without the /s/).
Elision (deletion) is a phonological awareness skill in which a word is said minus a
q)eciGc sound.
Isolation is a phonemic awareness skiU in which a phoneme is isolated Gom the rest o f a
word (i.e., say the Grst sound in "cat").

Manipulation is a group o f phonological and phonemic awareness skills including
deletion, isolation, and substitution.
Onset is the beginning consonant or consonant cluster o f a word (i.e., /c/ in cat, /si/ in
slide).
Phoneme is an individual speech sound.
lie Awareness is the awareness o f the sound structure o f language and the ability
to reGect on and consciously manipulate the sounds o f speech.
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Phonics is a conqwnent o f reading instruction that describes sound-symbol relationships
in terms o f spelling patterns.
Phonoloeical Awareness is the awareness o f the sound structure o f language and the
ability to reGect on and consciously manipulate the syllables and sounds o f
speech.
Phonological Processing is the ability to understand and use the sound system o f our
language to process written and oral inkrmation.
Phonological Representation is the quality or distinctness o f a given word stored in
memory and the ability to access this representation in a conscious manner.
Phonological Sensitivity (synonymous to phonological awareness) is an ability to
manipulate the sound structure o f oral language (e.g., identifying words that
rhyme, blending phonemes together to Arm words, deleting word sounds Gom
words to Arm new words).
Phonology is the study ofthe sound system o f language and the rules used to put sounds
together to make words.
Rime is the ending part o f a word including the vowel and Gnal consonant sound(s) (i.e.,
/at/ in cat, /ide/ in slide).

Segmentation is a phonological awareness skGl that requires the analysis o f speech and
breaking it into individual words, syllables, or phonemes. This ddU also is
referred to as analysis.
Substitution is a phonemic awareness skill in which sounds are switched within a word
(Le., say " t^ ," switch the Grst sound to the last and the last sound to the Grst).
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In order to better interpret results and to add to the literature base, limitations and
delimitations are presented.
Izmifaizow. Limitations o f the study are as Allows:
1. Child developuKut Lsai(X)napje)[()cciDnR;nce with many influential Actors.
Characteristics, such as socioeconomic level and ethnicity, may play a role in the
development o f phonological and phonemic awareness skills. This study did not control
A r these influences.
2. Reading is a conq)lex act involving many interrelated skill sets including
phonological awareness. This study does not consider other skill sets m relation A the
deveApment o f phonoAgical awareness.
3. Generalizability w ill be limited A populations that are similar A the
characteristAs o f the study sang)le. PartAipants in this study were children meeting the
outlined criteria who attended childcare Acüities m western Montana.
4. Assessment inArmatAn is dependent, m part, on the measures used A collect
the data. The measures o f this study are a collection o f tasks gathered Aom assessments
that have already been deveAped. Validity o f the assessment measures is discussed. This
study uses congwnents Aom three measures which may afAct the validity. The need A r
deveAping valid and reliable assessments A r preschool children continues.
De/zmAuAofw. This study is delimited by the Allowing:
1.

PMnoAgAal awareness A only a congxznent o f early and emergent literacy

development. The results o f this study did not address the relationship between
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phonological awareness and other early litaacy components such as oral language or
print deveApment.
2. Age A a Acus o f thA study. PartAipants were limited A children who are 4-A
5-years o f age and had not entered kindergarten.
3. Tasks chosen A assess phonoAgAal awareneæ skills m preschool children
have been based on a review o f the literature.

In a collaborative summary o f reading researchers, early childhood educators, and
reading specialists, McCardle et aL(2001) reported that Arther studies on early and
emergent literacy skilA were needed A provide a greater theoretical and engiirical basA
A r prevention and interventAn efArts and A ezqiand on current means o f identifying
children at rAk o f reading difhculties. Preschool deveApmental leveA must be more
clearly detamined to identic typical deveApment and A help predict Ature reading
difArences.
PhonoAgAal awareness A an inqwrtant aspect o f early literacy that A related A
reading success later in school. A more consistent dehnition and understanding o f the
conçonenA and leveA o f conq)Axity have deveAped within the literature. ThA study
identiGes deveApmental trends o f the congzonents o f phonoAgAal awareness
considering the linguistA leveA o f con^lexity in preschool children who are 4- A 5years o f age ^nior to entering kindergarten.
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Ch^zter 2
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
Research has identiGed general AundaGon ddlls needed A siqiport early and
emerging literacy development m preschool-aged children, including phonoAgical
awareness (Snow, Bums, & GrifRn, 1998). One critical breakthrough m the reading Geld
A how inqx)rtant being able to hear and manipulate the discrete sound parts o f words,
phonemic awareness, A A learning A read (GilAn, 2004; Honig, 1997). Children's kvel
o f phonological and phonemic awareness knowledge can be easily enhanced, unlike some
Gictors related A reading deveApuKnt, such as children's home, cognitive abHiGes, and
experiences (Blachman, 1994; GilAn, 2004; Lundberg, Frost, & Petersen, 1988).
ThA ch*gxter presents a comprehensive review o f the literature describing
phonological and phonemic awareness including deGning characterisGcs; linguistic
aspecA that influence congzlexity, skill, and subskill conqxments; and the deveApment o f
phonological awareness m preschool-aged children. The review mchides secondary
sources which are conq)ilatAns and reviews o f the research and primary sources o f
articles Gom reAreed journals describmg research conducted in the area o f phonological
awareness. A conchisAn drawn Gom the literature review A that there A considerable
variation m the deGnition and descr^tion o f phonological awareness. These variaGons
inGuence the Actors describing linguistA conqilexity, impact what skilA and subskilA
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were idendGed, and provide variability in the design o f stna^es resulting in partial
understanding o f how phonological awareness develops in young children.
Comparwon

fhono/ogzcul and fAonewzc

W ithin the literature, considerable variability exists regarding the deGnition o f
phonoAgical and phonemic awareness, the speciGc skills o f each, and when children
typicaGy develop these skills. Stanovich noted m 1992 that little consensus in the
terminoAgy had been used when re6rrn% to varAus aspects o f phonoAgical awareness,
and researchers have "argued intensively" about the meaning o f the term and about the
nature o f the tasks used A measure iL He went on A say that this lack o f consensus,
concerning the terminoAgy referring A the various aspects o f phonoAgical awareness as
well as the tasks A measure it, has led to conGisAn.
In 1996, Sensenbaugh reported that the terms phonoAgical awareness and
phonemic awareness have been widely used and, perhaps incorrect^, used
mterchangeably. Chard and Dickson (1999) stated that many misconceptAns about
phonoAgical awareness continue A persist, especially understanding the difkrence
between phonological awareness, phonemic awareness, and phonics.
VariatAns m deGnitAn may stem Gom difkrent conceptualizatAns o f
phonoAgical awareness. Some mvestigaArs, who primarily have supported the view that
phonoAgical awareness deveAps as a consequence o f reading instruction, conGned the
use o f "phonological awareness" A rekr to the abhity to and manipulate words at the
level o f phonemes (Burgess & Lonigan, 1998). Other investigators, who siqyport the
position that phonoAgical awareness enables or at least Acihtates the deveApment o f
reading, used "phonoAgical awareness" to rekr A a wider range o f tasks requiring
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sensitivity to a broader range linguistic leveA and oral language structures including
rhymes and syllables (Burgess & Lonigan, 1998).
A stronger consensus o f a more consistent definition o f phonological awareness
and phonemic awareness has been described in the literature with a view that phonemic
awareness A a compoi^nt skill o f phonoAgical awareness (NatAnal Reading Panel,
2000; Sensenbaugh, 1996; Stanovich, 1992). PhonoAgical awareness A the ability to
attend A and manipulate the units o f speech (A IA r, 2002; McBride-Chang, Wagner, &
Chang, 1997; Shaywitz, 2003; Vandervelden & Siegel, 1997) with an understanding o f
difkrent ways that oral language can be divided inA smaller conqwnents and can be
manipulated (Chard & Dickson, 1999). ThA understanding involves an awareness that
words consist o f syllables, onsets and rimes, and phonemes (McBride-Chang et aL, 1997;
Sensenbaugh, 1996). A t the most linguistically difficult level, phonoAgical awareness
involves the ability A recognize and manipulate phonemes (Le., phoneme awareness)
(McBride-Chang et a l, 1997).
Stanovich (1992) described a synonymous term A r phonoAgical awareness in
phonoAgical sensitivity as the conscious awareness o f the sound conqwnent o f words
including the skills related A syllable s^mentatAn, rhyming, and phoneme
segmentation. Phonological sensitivity, according A Lonigan, Burgess, Anthony, and
Barker (1998) refers A a global set o f processing abilities that require sensitivity to
speech sounds. Higher leveA o f sensitivity require more explicit analyses o f smaller-sized
phonoAgical units (e.g., phonemes), and more primitive leveA o f phonoAgAal sensitivity
require a more shallow level o f analysA o f larger sound units (e.g., syUables). Phoneme
segmentatAn, phoneme counting, and phoneme reversal tasks represent the higher Avel
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o f sensitivity, whereas rhyming or syllable segmentation tasks represent a more primitive
level.
In 1990, Adams described Gve levek o f phonoAgical awareness (although she
used the term "phonemic awareness") abilities that included rhyming, alliteration,
blending and segmenting syllables, phonemA segmentation, and phonemA manqmlatAn.
Yopp and Yopp (2000) identiGed more speciGc skills o f phonoAgical awareness
reArrh% to a sensitivity to any size unit o f sound, including the ability A generate and
recognize rhyming words, count syllables, separate the beginning o f a word Gom its
ending, and identi^ each o f the phonemes in a word.
Phonemic awareness, a component o f phonoAgAal awareness, A deGned as the
understanding that words are made

o f individual sounds or phonemes, and the ability

A Acus on and manipulate these phonemes either by segmenting, blending, or changing
individual phonemes within words A create new words (Chard & DAkson, 1999; Ehri,
Nunes, WiAws, Schuster, Yaghoub-Zadeh, & Shanahan, 2001; McBride-Chang et al.,
1997; Shaywitz, 2003; StanovAh, 1992; Vandervelden & SAgel, 1997). Phonemic
awareness includes an awareness that the speech stream consists o f a sequence o f sounds
- speciGcally phonemes (Yopp & Yopp, 2000). The phonemic awareness skHl which
alAws a child A engage in phonemic segmentatAn A the most diGGcuh and hence latest
aspect o f phonoAgAal awareness to deveAp (van Kleeck, 1998).
Some controversy regarding when phonoAgical awareness deveAps has been
reported m the literature. Much o f the debate A a result o f difkrent perceptAns o f the
deGnitAn. Hempenstall (2003) and Wasik (2001) continue A use the term phonemA
awareness m describing a broader notAn o f rhyme, alliteratAn, blending, and
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segmenting. In a joint positAn statement on learning A read and wriA, the National
Association A r the Education o f Young Children (NAEYC) and the International
Readii% Association (IR A ) (1998) deGned phonemA awareness as a child's
understanding and conscAus awareness that speech A conqwsed o f identiGable units,
such as spoken words, syllables, and sounds. The positAn statement goes on A staA that
training studAs have demonstrated that these skilA can be taught A children as young as
age 5 although the appropriaAness o f such trainmg A r younger-age children "A highly
suspect" (p. 34). The deGnitAn used by NAEYC and IR A re&rs A phonological
awareness. However, the concern expressed about the appropriateness o f training
children younger than 5 years o f age included a descriptAn o f activities that Acused on a
more conq)lex level o f phonemA manipulation skilA —not broader phonoAgAal
awareness skiUs. ThA deGnitAn has provided cause A r conGrsion A r many early
childhood educaArs.
As more research has been conducted, a stronger consensus has developed
describing phonoAgical awareness as a broader concept whAh encompasses phonemic
awareness. Understanding and acknowledging the view or representatAn o f these Arms
used by the authors A important m interpreting research studAs examining phonoAgical
aiA phonemic awareness.
ZingwAtzc

o ffAonoIogAoI and fAowm A vfwureness

PhonoAgical awareness A a multilevel skiU o f breaking down words mto smaller
ImguAtA or phonoAgical units. The units that are most widely accepted include: (a)
syllabic: the awareness o f sylAbles m words, (b) mtrasyUabic: the awareness o f onset and
rime units, and (c) phonemA: the awareness o f individual sounds m words (GilAn, 2004;
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Goswami & Bryant, 1990; Lonigan et a l 1998; SHva & Martins, 2003; Stanovich, 1992;
Treiman & Znkowski, 1991).
The syllable A thought to be the primary linguistic processing unit A r EnglAh, as
it A distinguAhed by a number o f auditory cues including rhythm and stress (Goswami,
2002). Each syllable unit A a salient peak o f acoustic energy (Liberman, Shankweiler,
Fischer, & Carter, 1974). AdditAnally, the syllable A a natural phonoAgAal unit that
some have argued A even more salient than the word (Adam, 1990). Awareness o f the
syllabA unit A attained early because it the easiest A detect (Goswami, 2002). It seems
likely that syllabic awareness A a stage from vhich awareness o f the smaller units such
as onsets, rimes, and phonemes deveAps (Burt, Holm, & Dodd, 1999). According A
Anthony, Lonigan, Burgess, DrAcoH, Phillips, and Cantor (2002), sensitivity A syllables,
onset and rime units, and phonemes represents the same underlying phonoAgical ability,
and correlatAnal studies show that children's Awer AveA o f phonoAgAal sensitivity are
related A their subsequent higher AveA o f phonological sensitivity (Anthony et aL,

2002).
Rhymmg, alliteration, blending, and segmentmg have been identiSed as the m^or
skill areas o f phonoAgAal awareness (Adams, 1990; BaU, 1993; Chard & DAkson, 1999;
Moats, 2003; van Kleeck & Schuele, 1987; Yopp, 1988). Awareness o f these leveA o f
linguistA phonoAgical units can be measured by a wide variety o f tasks that have been
designed A mvestigate the ability to detect, segment, or manipulate the units at the
specified leveL each o f which involves difkrent cognitive skilA (Burt et a l, 1999).
It A important A point out that the cognitive demands made by these diGkrent
tasks vary so that performance may reSect not just phonoAgAal awareness per se but
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also extraneous task demands (Goswami, 2002). Metsala (199° ; observed that young
children perArmed better on phonological awareness task items that involved highly
familiar real words than they did on test items involving words that are Awer m
familiarity or non-words. Furthermore, the proximity o f a non-word A a real word

influenced phonoAgical awareness task performance, and words and non-words that have
many real words that are pbonoAgically similar (e.g., vat: cat, hat, mat, sat) were easier
target items m phonoAgAal awareness tasks than words that have very Aw phonoAgAal
"neighbors" (e.g., deaf: re t Jeff). Such Endings suggest that spoken words A r whAh
children are likely to have fully speciGed phonoAgical representatAns can be more easGy
accessed m phonoAgical awareness tasks (Metsala, 1999).
Rhyming A one o f the Grst phonoAgAal awareness skills to deveAp (Snyder &
Downey, 1997). Bryant (1990) reported that rhyme may be the entry point A r
phonoAgAal awareness deveApment. Young children become sensitive A rhyme at an
early age (^ le l, 1998; Ball, 1993; Braunger, Lewis, & Hagans, 1997; Bryant, 1990;
Chard & DAkson, 1999; MacLean, Bryant, & Bradky, 1987; van Kleeck, 1998), and
they are able A detect Ayme even when other phonoAgAal skilA are too difGcult
(Whhehurst & Lonigan, 1998). SubskilA in the progressAn o f rhyme deveApment
mclude detection or matching words that rhyme and production o f words that rhyme
(Bradky & Bryant, 1985; Foy & Mann, 2001; MacLean et a l, 1987). Bryant, MacLean,
Bradley and Crossland (1990) reported a signiGcant rektionship between nursery rhyme
knowledge at age 3 and success m reading and qrelling at ages 5 and 6, even aAer AcArs
such as social background and intelligence were controGed.
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Alliteration A a phonoAgical awareness skill m whAh children Acus on the
beginnings o f words and categorize words by then initial sound (Moats, 2003). GilAn
(2004) described alliteratAn as phoneme detection and sound or phoneme categorizatAn.
ThA skill requires sensitivity to word parts that are smaller than a syllable (Ball, 1993).
Individual difArences m appréciâtAn o f alliteratAn influence later deveApment o f
individual difArences m reading skilA (Bryant et aL, 1990)
Bknding A the ability to combine a sequence o f isolated syllables or sounds
Agether A produce a recognizable word (Torgesen, Morgan, & Davis, 1992). The
deveApment o f blending AlAws the linguistA progressAn o f larger A smaller units of
speech (Adam, 1990; Anthony et a l, 2002). Sound blending reGects the abstract nature o f
reading (BaU, 1993; Moats, 2003) and A related A a child's ability to decode printed
words (Catts, 1991; Moats, 2003).
Segmenting A a ptwnological awareness ^ U that refers A the explicit
identiGcation o f individual syllables and sounds m words (Torgesen et a l, 1992). When
children acquire thA skiU, they are able A analyze the conqx>nents o f a word and pull it
^ a rt (segment) inA syllables, onsets and rimes, or individual phonemes. Phoneme
segmentatAn A a skill that qzpears A be cAsely related A success m beginning reading
(BaU, 1993; Hodson, 1994; StanovAh, 1992; Yopp, 1988) and A also an important step A
learning ktter/sound correspondences (Catts, 1991; Moats, 2003). Tabk 2 lists the
phonoAgAal awareness components and leveA o f linguistA conqzlexity.
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Tabk 2
Compoments and Leveb ofLingnktic Com pkxity of PhonoAgical Awareness

Review

Comoonemt

SidH Level

Rhymmg

Detection/Matching
Production

AlHteradom

DetectAn/Matching
CategorizatAn

Bknding

Syllables
Onset/rime
Phoneme

Segmenting

Syllables
Onset/Rime
Phoneme

M anipulatAn

Isolation
DeletAn
SubstitutAn

ResewcA on fAonoZogico/ vfwareness DeveZqpmenZ

Qualitative and quantitative research on phonoAgical awareness have AentiGed a
variety o f skills and a range o f linguistic complexity afkcting development and
acquisitAn o f these skills m young children. Although most o f the research examining
phonoAgical awareness has used school-aged children, a small number o f studies have
Aoked at the deveApment o f phonoAgical awareness m preschool-aged children. O f
these studies, a variety o f skills and subskilA was used to assess a wide age range o f
children. Some studies used a limited or partial selectAn o f skills. At times, the linguistic
conq)lexity was not considered. Some ofthe studies included tasks that required other
language-related or phonoAgical processing skilA, which may have con&unded the
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results. Other studies reported the results in broad, not speciGc, age ranges. Care must be
taken in interpreting the results as studies investigating phonological awareness have not
always distinguished between the phonological unit targeted or the task used A assess
awareness o f it. Di^rences in the level o f phonological units targeted and the types of
tasks used in studies make it diGGcult A combine the results A determine normative
inArmation about development as measured by speciGc tasks (Burt et a l, 1999).
A review o f studies that included assessing phonological awareness in preschool
children revealed an array o f purposes, a selection o f skills, a variety o f tasks designed A
measure the skills, and a range o f ages o f young children participating in the
invesGgations. Twelve studies were identiGed that included the assessment o f some
component o f phonoAgical awareness m preschool children. The AlAwing sectAns
describe the purpose and results o f each study and then provide a conparison o f tasks and
a summary o f skill attainment A r each phonoAgical awareness conponent. Tabk 3
presents a summary ofthe studies assessing phonological awareness m preschool
children.
A study conducted by MacLean, Bryant, and Bradley (1987) Aoked at phonoAgical
deveApment m children as young as three and assessed tlK ir knowledge o f rhyme to
determine if this knowledge predicted their phonological awareness. A strong and highly
speciGc relationship was Aund between knowledge o f nursery rhymes and the
deveApment o f phonoAgical awareness.
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Lonigan, Burgess, Anthony, and Barker (1998) examined the interrelatedness o f
children's phonological awareness (sensitivity) across difkrent leveA o f linguistic
conplexity. The results demonstrated that children as young as 4 years o f %e begin to
show stability in their phonological sensitivity across difkrent tasks and across time and
identiGed a linear trend o f increasing skill conpetoicy across %e level. Within a similar
time Game, Burgess and Lonigan (1998) designed a study that examined the relationship
between phonoAgical sensitivity and letter knowledge in 4- and 5-year-oA children m a
one year Angitudinal study. The results indicated that a reciprocal relation between
reading and phonoAgical sensitivity is present relatively early m the deveApment o f
literacy skiUs prior A the onset o f Armai reading instruction.
Badian (1998) studied the rok o f preschool phonoAgical and orthogr^hic skills
in the prediction o f reading. Syllable segmentaGon was the only skill assessed. The
concAsAn was made that this ddll aAne was inadequate as a measure o f phonoAgical
awareness and a recommendatAn was made that rhyming, blending, and onset-rime tasks
be used.
In a study designed A provide a proGle o f pre-literaA phonological awareness.
Wood and TerreU (1998) assessed 4-year-oA preschool children. Results suggested that
young children can deveAp phonemic awareness beAre beginnmg reading or attending
school, and that children's pre-literate rhyme detectAn ability was the best predicAr o f
initial reading deveApment.
Burt, Holm, and Dodd (1999) reported deveApmental data A r phonoAgical
awareness and processmg skills o f 4-year-old children. The results indicated that girA
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and boys perArmed similarly, socioeconomic status afkcted perArmance, and age was
signiGcantly correlated with perArmance on tasks.
In 2000, Lonigan, Burgess, and Anthony conducted a study A examine the nature
o f preschool emergent literacy, as well as the joint and unique predictive signiGcance of
preschool emergent literacy skills A r later reading. The results o f this study demonstrated
that the developmental origins o f a large conqxment o f children's reading skills in
kindergarten and Grst grade can be Aund in the preschool period. A number o f emergent
literacy skills present during the preschool period (Le., phonological sensitivity, letter
knowledge) reGected highly stable individual difArences and had substantial unique
predictive relations with later reading abilities. In contrast, other emergent literacy skills,
such as environmental print and concepts about print, although present during the
preschool period and relatively stable, did not appear A be uniquely predictive o f
children's later reading.
Another study by Anthony, Lonigan, Burgess, Driscoll, PhilGps, and Cantor
(2002) investigated the relatAnshÿ o f sensitivity A words, syllables, rhymes, and
phonemes within older and younger preschool-aged children who conqileted measures o f
phonoAgical sensitivity and print knowledge. The results o f this study indAated that
phonoAgical sensitivity can be measured by a variety o f tasks (e.g., detection, blending,
elisAn) that difAr m linguistA conqzkxity (e.g., word, syUable, onset-rime, phoneme).
The Gndmgs support a deveApmental conceptualizatAn o f phonoAgical sensitivity, and
these difArent tasks and kvels o f linguistA conqilexity do not represent distinguishable
phonoAgical abilities. Tasks that required sensitivity A phonemes were simply beyond
the capacity o f many preschool children.
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Looking at phonoAgAal awareness Gom another angle, Foy and Mann (2001)
Aoked at aspects o f spoken language skills that contribute A phonological awareness
deveApment as maniAsted m rhyme and phoneme awareness. The results revealed a
pattern o f associations between spoken language and aspects o f phonoAgical awareness.
Similarly, Storch and Whitehurst (2002) examined code-related and oral language
precursors A reading m a Angitudinal study. Results demonstrated that the relatAnship
between code-related precursors (phonoAgAal awareness) and oral language is strong
during preschool, and there is a high degree o f continuity over time o f both code-related
and oral language abilities.
Carroll, Snowling, Hulme, and Stevenson (2003) designed a short-term
Angitudinal study that examined the deveApment o f phonoAgAal awareness skills m
preschool children. The results suggested that preschool phonoAgical awareness can be
divided inA an early inqilicit sensitivity to sound similarity and a later explicit awareness
o f phonemes. Inqilicit, large-segment sensitivity is a skill that grows out o f normal
language deveApment.
In an attempt A better understand the deveApment o f phonoAgical awareness,
Mann and Foy (2003) examined the interrelatAns o f speech skills and letter knowledge A
phonoAgical awareness and early reading skills o f 4 -A 6-year-olds. The results indicated
that rhyme and phoneme awareness appeared to involve difArent concomitants and were
difArentially associated with very early reading abilities. Phoneme awareness was
consistently the stronger predictor o f emerging reading skill m children on the Ixink o f
kindergarten entry.
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A study conducted by Dickenson, McCabe, AnastasopouAs, Peisner-Femberg,
and Poe (2003) looked at interrelationships among vocabulary, phonoAgical awareness,
and print knowledge among preschool-aged children attending Head Start The results o f
this study further established the interrelatedness o f the early literacy components o f oral
language, phonoAgical awareness, and print deveApment. The skills measured within
these three areas were a sampling o f the range o f skills known to contribute A each area
o f early literacy. PhonoAgical awareness skills measured were rhyming and deletAn
tasks. The sanqzle chosen A r the study included children m Head Start who generally live
in Amilies with Aw socioeconomic status (SES). Poverty is a well established ride Actor
in the deveApment o f language and early literacy skills in young children. These results
were reported as conqzosites providing littk developmental detail on the kvel o f skill
deveApment young children typically have and so were not used m the conqzarison.
RAymmg. In studks examining rhyming, MacLean and his colleagues (1987) were
one o f the Grst groups A examine this skill. They designed a Ayme detectAn measure
using an oddity task with pictures (choose which one does not rhyme) and a rhyme
productAn task. Lonigan et al. (1998) used the rhyme oddity detectAn task patterned
aAer MacLean et aL (1987) with a large sanqzk size o f 2-, 3-, 4-, and 5-year-oA children.
The same year using the same rhyme oddity task, Burgess and Lonigan examined a group
o f 4- A 5-year-oA children. In 2000, Lonigan et a l reported results o f a Angitudinal
study using the same oddity task with a group o f mostly 2- A 3-year-old children who
completed a similar battery o f assessments approximately 18 months later. In a related
research project reported at the same time, a group o f mostly 4- A 5-year-old children
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conpleted a similar battery on two occasAns 12 months aparL Burt et al. (1999) also
used a rhyme oddity task with 4-year-old children.
In 2002, Anthony et aL reported results A r a group o f older 4-A 6-year-old
preschool children and a group o f younger 2- to 3-year-old preschool children. This sAdy
used the same rhyme oddity task (whAh word does not rhyme) deveAped by MacLean et
aL (1987) and a rhyme matching tad^ (which word does rhyme) using the same words
and pictures. Wood and Terrell (1998) used a rhyme matching tadc with a group o f 30 4year-old children, and a similar matching task was used by CarroU et aL (2003) with a
group o f 3- A 4-year-oW children m two sessAns 8 months ^>art. A study by Foy and
Mann (2001) and Mann and Foy (2003) examined diGerent groups o f 4- A 6-year-olds
using a rhyme matching task and a productAn task, and then each time reported the
results as a conposite.
The rhyme oddity and matching tadcs A lA w a similar Armat by having the child
select a picture Gom a Geld o f two or three that does not rhyme (oddity) or that does
rhyme (maAhing) with a target word. The oddity task requires a child A understand the
negatAn concept, as well as rhyming, A be successGiL Children m the Anthony et aL
(2002) study, which included both an oddity and matching rhyme task, had higher levels
o f acconpHshment on the matching task. The Wood and Terrell (1998) study used
semantA distracters, possibly making the task more difGcult.
O f these 10 studies, as presented m Table 4, the sample size ranged Gom 30 A
149, and the number o f trials presented ranged Gom 5 to 16 items. A conposiA o f the
results suggests that the percentage correct on the rhyme oddity task was approximaAly
35 A 50% A r 3-year-olds, 40 A 60% A r 4-year-olds, and 50 A 80% A r 5-year-olds. On
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the matching ta ^ the percentage correct was approximately 25 to 55% A r 3-year-olds,
approximately 50 to 70% A r 4-year-olds, and qproximately 60 to 70% A r 5-year-olds.
In the one study that looked at rhyme production as an isolated skill, 3-year-olds
produced a word that rhymed about 30% ofthe time (MacLean et a l, 1987).
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Tabk 4
Studies ludnding Assessment of Rhyme in Preschool Children

Sumpk

Age
(years)

MacLean, Bryant, &
Bradley (1987)

66

3

Lon%an, Burgess,
& Barker (1998)

35
56
82
65

2

Study

Burgess & Lonigan (1998)
Lonigan, Burgess,
& Anthony (2000)

Oddity
Production

10
5

49
30

Oddity

11

41
38
49
64

3

4
5

Oddity

11

59

96

2A 5
3A 6
4A 5
5A 6

Oddity

11

41
63
50
81

2A 3
4A 6
2A 3
4A 6

Oddity

11

Matching

11

39
49
53
68

Matching

16

23
66

Matching

16

59

Oddity

12

40

Oddity +
ProductAn

13

50

13

44

149
109

67

Wood & Terrell (1998)

30

B un Holm, & Dodd (1999)

57

Foy & Mann (2001)

40

In PrevenGng ReacZmg

Perceut
Correct

4A 5

Carroll Snowling, Hulme
& Stevenson (2003)

Mann & Foy (2003)

Trials

115

97

Anthony, Lonigan, Burgess,
Driscoll Phillips, & Cantor
(2002)

Task

3

4

99

3A 4
4
4A 6

4

Oddity +
ProductAn

in Ibnng CAzZdlren, Snow et a l (1998) reported

that 3- to 4-year-old children may attend A rhymes m salient words. In a descripGve
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study, van Kleeck (1998) reported that children ages 2 A 4 years o f age could
spontaneously produce rhymes. Typical age attainment described by Moats (2003)
indicated that 4-year-old children maAh and enjoy rhyme and 5-year-old children
produce words that rhyme.
Within the literature, a wide range o f skill attainment has been documented within
the linguistic complexity o f rhyming tasks. There is a general increase in skill
deveApment based on age, and it appears that children are able A match rhymes better
than they are able A produce them. More inArmation is needed A identi^ what children
know about rhyming beAre they enter kindergarten.
vf/ZzAraGon. Seven ofthe studies examined alliteratAn as a component m
identifying phonoAgical awareness m preschool children. MacLean et a l (1987)
designed and used an aUiteration oddity task (identify the picture o f a word that does not
start with the same sound) and a productAn task A r 3-year-old children, and they
repeated the oddity task when the children were 4 years old. Lonigan et a l (1998)
adrpted the oddity alliteratAn task used by MacLean et a l (1987) with 2-, 3-, 4-, and 5year-old children. Burgess and Lonigan (1998) used the same adapted alliteratAn oddity
task with 4- to 5-year-oA children. In 2000, Lonigan et a l used the same oddity task with
2- A 5-year-old children and repeated the task 18 months later. In a related study, they
examined 4- A 5- year-olds using the same oddity task and repeated it 12 months later.
Burt et a l (1999) used an oddity task with 4- A 5-year-old children. Wood and Terrell
(1998) used a matching task with 4-year-olds and included semantA distracters m the
choices. Carroll et al. (2003) used a maAhing task with 3- to 4-year-oAs and repeated the
task twAe at Aur month intervals.
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O f these seven studAs, as summarized in Table 5, the sample size ranged Gom 30
A 115, and the number o f trials ranged Gom 5 to 16. A conposiA o f the results suggests
that the percentage correct on the alliteratAn oddity task was approximately 30 A 50%
A r 3-year-olds, 35 A 55% A r 4-year-olds, and 50 A 80% A r 5-year-olds. On the
m atching

task, the percentage correct was around 50% A r both 3- and 4-year-olds. In the

one study that looked at alliteratAn productAn as an isolated skill, 3-year-olds were able
A produce a word that started with the same beginning sound about 30% o f the time.

Tabk 5
Studks Imdudmg AssesMneut of AHkeratkm in Preschool Chddrcm

Study

MacLean, Bryant, &
Bradley (1987)

Lonigan, Burgess,
& Barker (1998)

Burgess & Lonigan (1998)
Lonigan, Burgess,
& Anthony (2000)

Sampk

Age
Ivears)

66

3

35
56
82
65

2

Task

Trials

Percent
Correct

10

49
30
55

Oddity
ProductAn
Oddity

10

Oddity

11

29
32
43
54

5

3
4

5

115

4A 5

Oddity

11

50

96

2A 5
3A 6
4A 5
5A 6

Oddity

11

31
50
50
79

Matching

16

31
54

MaAhing

8

48

12

36

97

Carroll, Snowling, Hulme
& Stevenson (2003)

67

Wood & Terrell (1998)

30

3A 4

Burt, Hohn, & Dodd (1999)

57

4

3
4

Oddity
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W ithin the literature. Snow et aL (1998) reported that 3- A 4-year-old children
may attend A beginning sounds in salient words. Ball (1993) reported that aUiteration
deveAps in children at around 3 years o f age, while Moats (2003) reported an age o f 4
years A r this A develop.
O f the studies that examined alliteratAn, as with rhyming, a wide range o f skill
attainment was documented. There is a general mcrease m skill development based on
age. More inArmatAn is needed A identify what children know about alliteratAn beAre
they enter kindergarten.
BZew&ng. Five studAs were identiGed that examined the phonoAgical awareness
skill o f blending. Four o f the studies used the same Armat m assessing blending m which
the children were required A combine word elements A Arm a word. There were a Aw
practice trials and a range o f test trials. The practice items and around half o f the trials
were presented verbally and with pictures. The trials included compound words (e.g., Aot
- ball), words broken inA syllable units (e.g., mom - my), and words broken into
phoneme units (e.g., h - a - t ) .
Lonigan et a l (1998) reported a conposiA score (combining words, syllables, and
phonemes) A r 2-, 3-, 4-, and 5-year-oA children. That same year, Burgess and Lonigan
used a similar procedure and reporting with 4- A 5-year-old children.
Lonigan et a l (2000) used a similar, but modiGed, procedure with 2- A 4-year-old
children and repeated the procedure 18 months later. In a related study, they examined
another group o f 4-A 5-year-olds and repeated the procedure one year later. Additional
items were included m the second sessAn A reduce the chances o f children scoring at
ceilmg levels. Two years later, the core team o f AntMny, Io n ia n , Burgess, aAng with
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Driscoll, Phillips, and Cantor examined 2- A 3-year-oId and 4- A 5-year-old children.
The items included blending 11 compound words, 3 words Gom syllables, 3 words Gom
onset and rime units, and 4 items Gom words with 3 or 4 phonemes. Additionally, a
multiple-choice blending task was used in which the children were asked A choose Gom
a group o f three pictures (labeled by the examiner) the word segmented by syllable,
onset-rime, and phoneme units. The results A r these studies were reported in mean scores
A r the age groups by linguistic level
Wood and TerreG (1998) examined blending with a group o f 4-year-old children
Wx) were asked A blend words that were broken inA syllables, onset-rime units, and
phonemes. The mean scores were reported A r each linguistic level.
A mixture o f procedures and lir^uistA levels was used in these studies. The
sanple size ranged Gom 30 A 149 children. Some o f the studies reported scores A r a
range o f ages; others reported combined scores A r the skill o f blending and not by the
linguistA level Sometimes the trials included pictures; sometimes they did not. The trial
size varied Gom 4 A 20 items. These dif^ences make conparisons challenging. A
summary o f the results suggests that children gain skills as they get older, and larger
linguistA units (le . syllables) are easier than smaller units (phonemes). Generally, 3year-olds blended words around 25%, syllables 20 A 50%, onset-rimes 20%, and
phonemes 5 A 35% ofthe time. Four-year-olds bknded words around 50 A 70%,
syllables 40 A 75%, onset-rimes 20%, and phonemes 10 A 45% o f the time. Five-yearolds blended words around 90%, syllables 70 A 80%, onset-rimes 40%, and phonemes 30
A 45% of the time. A summary o f these studies A presented m Table 6.
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Tabk 6
Studies Inckding Assessment of Bknding in Preschool Children

Study

Lonigan, Burgess,
& Barker (1998)

Sumpk

Age
(veurs)

Tusk

Triub

Percent
Correct

35
56
82
65

2
3
4
5

Blending
(words.
syllables.
phonemes)

22 Total
(14
4
4)

4
17
55
73

Burgess & Lonigan (1998)

115

4A 5

Blending

18

68

Lonigan, Burgess,
& Anthony (2000)

96
Time I

2A 5

Time 2

3A 6

Words
Syllables
Phonemes
Words
Syllables
Phonemes

10
4
4
10

26
17
6
73
38
32

Words
Syllables
Phonemes
Words
Syllables
Phonemes

10

20

35

Words
Syllables
OiKet/Rime
Phonemes
Words
Syllables
Onæt/Rime
Phonemes

11
7
4
9
11
4
9

23
56
21
34
51
78
38
46

Syllables
Onset/Rime
Phonemes

8
6
6

65
22
10

Lonigan, Burgess,
& Anthony (2000)

Antk)ny, Lonigan, Burgess,
Driscoll, Phillips, & Cantor
(2002)

Wood &TerreG (1998)

97
Time 1

4A 5

Time 2

5A 6

109

2A 3

149

4A 6

30

4

4
4

4

4
10
7

7

77
68
45
94
—

Typically, children are able A bleixi syllables. Allowed by onset and rime units,
and then individual sounds within a smgle syllable word (Adam, 1990; Anthony et aL,
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<Zïiikiren{Ki)Moinag aaSTfeafscMTayge camIbe taiygbl to tdemd syilalabesimto tvords
(Hodson, 1994). Moats (2003) reported that 5

to 6-year-oW children are able to blend

onset and rime units and begin to blend phonemes.
These studies demonstrated a general increase in skill development based on age
and conq)etency levels with larger to smaller linguistic units. The variatkms in the
procedures, even within study procedures, can afkct children's per&rmance. More
information is needed to identil^ what children know about blending within a linguistic
hierarchy be&)re they enter kindergarten.
Skgwenting. Several studies included the phonological awareness skill o f
segmenting with a variety o f lii^uistic levels and tasks. Badian (1998) conducted a study
which included 4- to-5-year-oId children six months before they entered kindergarten on
a syllable tapping measure used to assess phonological awareness. Children were asked
to t ^ out the number o f syllables in 10 words. Badian concluded that syllable
segmentation alone with this age group was insufBcient as a measure o f phonological
awareness. Wood and Terrell (1998) examined segmenth% kmking at the range o f
linguistic units o f words in sentences, syllables in words, onset and rime units, and
phoiKmes using Ikmiliar words with 4-year-old children. In another study, Burt et aL
(1999) examined syllable and phoneme segmentation o f 4-year-old children using lowhequency words used to avoid any huniliarity eSect. Storch and Whitehurst (2002)
examined a large sample o f 4-year-old children attending Head StarL The number o f
trials was not included in the task description.
The studies designed to measure segmenting as a skill used similar procedures.
However, this skiU was not included in the majority o f the studies. The sample size
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ranged 6om 30 to 626 children, and the trials ranged horn 8 to 17 items. No 3-year-olds
were included in these studies. Four-year-olds were able to segment words to syllables 60
to 70% o f the time, onsets hom rimes around 20% o f the time, and plxpnemes between 10
and 20% o f the time. Table 7 presents a summary o f these studies.

Table?
Studies Including Assessment of Segmenting in Preschool Children

Study

Sample

Age
(years)

Task

Badian (1998)

238

4to 5

Syllables

30

4

Wood & Terreh (1998)

Burt, Holm, & Dodd (1999)

57

4

Storch & Whitehurst (2002)

626

4to 5

Trials

Percent
Correct

10

64

Words
Syllables
Onset/Rime
Phonemes

17
8
8

39
68
22
13

Syllables
Phonemes

12
12

61
17

Words
Syllables

7

(umpeciGed)

Syllable segmentation has been observed in preschool-aged children. Moats
(2003) reported that 5-year-old children are able to count and clap syllables in words and
by 6 years o f age they are able to segment phonemes in simple syllables or words. Snow
et aL (1998) reported that older preschool-aged children were capable o f segmenting
words into syllables. Van Kleeck (1998) reported that on average, 3-year-olds could
segment over half the presented words into syllables and 4-year-olds could segment all
the words presented (van Kleeck, 1998). Chard and Dickson (1999) reported that by the
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end o f kindergarten, children should be able to demonstrate phonemic blending and
segmenting and to make progress in using sounds to spell simple words.
Just as with blending, segmenting is easier using larger linguistic imits (syllables)
and harder using smaller units (phonemes). More in&rmation is needed to identh^ what
children know about segmenting within a linguistic hierarchy be&ie they enter
kindergarten.
MmgWatro». Manipulation skills involve hearing a word and changing or
manipulating the sounds within the word in some manner. Sound manipulation skills
typically develop around 7 years o f age (Moats, 2003) and appear to evolve with reading,
spelling, and training (Goswami, 2002). The investigation o f these skills is not included
within the scope o f this study.

A general consensus is that phonological awareness skills typically begin to
develop in young children well before they enter kindergarten. Skills include rhyming,
alliteration, blending, and segmenting within a linguistic hierarchy o f word structures
such as syllables, onset-rime units, and phonemes. Phonemic awareness, deGned as a
conponent o f phonological awareness, focuses on individual phonemes and includes
phoneme blending, segmenting, and manipulation.
Many o f the studies looking at the development o f phonological and phonemic
awareness generally have included children already in kindergarten, with only a few
studies including preschool aged children. Also, many o f the studies Gxmsed on a speciGc
skill or a set o f skills oAen without considering a range o f linguistic con^lexity
separately. Continued research is needed to identic the levels o f phonological awareness
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skill and subskill development within a general hierarchy o f linguistic con^lexity that
lead to phonemic awareness in the areas o f rhyming, alliteration, blending, and
segmenting in children 4 and 5 years o f age prior to entering kindergarten.
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Chapter 3
METHODOLOGY
Phonemic awareness development o f children entering kindagarten has been
identified as one o f the best predictive skills in determining their reading ability when
they are in second grade (Catts, Fey, Zhang, & Tomblin, 2001; National Reading Panel,
2000; Wagner, Torgesen, Rashette, Hecht, Barker, & Burgess, 1997). The purpose o f this
causal con^arative study is to identi^ levels o f phonological awareœss skill
development leading to phonemic awareness in 4- and 5-year-old children prior to
entering kindergarten in the skills o f Ayming, alliteration, blending, and segmenting and
to determine the relationship o f the general hierarchy o f linguistic con^lexity.
This chuter presents the methodology, procedures, and instruments used in this
study. The Allowing sections include the statements o f hypotheses, description o f
participants, description o f research instrumentation, description o f procedures, and
treatment o f the data.
KesewcA gwesifon and
The primary research question regards the levels o f phonological awareness skill
and subskill development within a genaal hierarchy o f linguistic congplexity that lead to
phonemic awareness in the areas o f rhyming, alliteration, blending, and segmenting in
children 4 and 5 years o f age prior to entering kindeigarten.
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The hypotheses are as follows:
1. There w ill be an important and statistically consistent difkrence between the
average scores on the phonological awareness sidlls in children who are 4 years o f age
and children who are 5 years o f age.
2a. There w ill be an important and statistically consistent difkrence between the
average raw scores o f the rhyming subskills o f detection and production by 4- to 5-yearold children.
2b. There w ill be an important and statistically consistent difkrence between the
average raw scores o f the alliteration subskiUs o f detection and categorization by 4- to 5year-old children.
3a. There wiH be an inqportant and statistically consistent difkrence between the
average raw scores o f blending syllables, blending onset-rime units, and blending
phonemes by 4- to 5-year-old children.
3b. There w ill be an important and statistically consistent difkrence between the
average raw scores o f segmenting words into syllables, segmentn% words into onset-rime
units, and segmenting words into phonemes by 4- to 5-year-old children,
fopw/ofzoM uW &Wÿp/e
The population Apr this study included 4- and 5-year-old children prior to entering
kindergarten who participated in childcare services in the Missoula area o f western
Montana. Licensed childcare kcUities that served young children o f the ages described in
the purpose o f the study were randomly selected to be included. A letter was obtained
6om each o f the directors indicating approval to allow the study to take place within their
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setting. Eight kcilities were included in the study o f which two were center-based and six
were located in home-like settings.
The sample participants Apr this study included 80 children, 39 Wio were 4 years
o f age and 41 who were 5 years o f age. None o f the children had entered kindergarten,
and all were considered to be typically developing with no known disabilities by their
parents and care providers. O f the subjects in the 4-year-old group, 22 were girls, and 17
were bo)%. The 5-year-old groiqp was congnised o f 22 girls and 19 boys.
The sampling procedure was considered a convenience sample deGned by Gall,
Borg, and Gall (1996) as one that occurs when a researcher selects a sangple that suits the
purposes o f the study and is convenient. Convenience sangpling is considered appropriate
when the population is specified to which the results would likely generalize, when the
pertinent characteristics o f the sample are described, and when the rationale Apr why t k
sample was well suited to the purpose o f the study is provided (Gall et a l, 1996). The
University o f Montana Institutional Review Board granted permission to conduct the
study. The researcher used the permission Aprm, included in Appendix A, to obtain
consent Aom the parents or guardians o f children who met the study criteria. The
Aequency distribution o f the sangple by age and gender is listed in Table 8.

T *b k 8
Frequaxcy Distribution of Sample by Age and Gender

Age

N

Females

Males

4-year-oIds

39 (49%)

22 (56%)

17 (44%)

5-year-olds

41 (51%)

22 (54%)

19 (46%)
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The examiner o f this study, a trained and qualiGed researcher with experience
interacting with young children, engaged each child individually in a series o f game-like
activities designed to measure his/her plxpnological awareness skills. The sessions took
place in a semi-private and quiet area o f the childcare kc ility away Aom the other
children.
W ithin the phonological awareness component skills, the hierarchical range of
linguistic complexity included the subskills o f detection and production 6 r rhyming;
detection and categorization Apr alliteration; and syllables, onset and rime units, and
phonemes Apr blending and segmenting. The measurements used in this study to identify
the levels o f development o f each subskill were a collection o f phonokpgical awareness
tasks, based on similar studies described in the literature.
Each subskill level included two trial items with corrective feedback and re
administration, as needed, to establish an understanding o f the task and 10 items without
corrective feedback to allow for an adequate sampling o f each child's perAprmance. Each
o f the subskill tasks required a subjective correct or incorrect response. Words used in
each task are 6m iliar and common in the epqpressive vocabulary o f young childreiL The
entire assessment took ^proximately 30 minutes to administer to each child and was
conducted in one or two sessions based on each child's attention and interest. When a
second session was required to Gnish the assessment, it was completed within a 2-day
period. CareAil attention was given by the examiner to monitor nonverbal cues aipd to
provide reinAprcement for participation and not correctness o f response.
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Afeaswes. The measurements used in this study to assess the identiGed subskiils
were a collection o f phonological awareness tasks Aom three sources that have been
developed to evaluate a variety o f skills in young children: the Individual Growth and
Development Indicators (IG D IS) (Missal & McConnell, 2004), the Phonological
Awareness Test (PAT) (Robertson & Salter, 1997), and the Dynamic Indicators o f Basic
Early Literacy Skills (DIBELS) (Good & Kaminski, 2003).
Missal and McConnell (2004) reported the Individual Growth and Development
Indicators (IG D IS) is a comprehensive standards-based assessment system that describes
individual preschool children's growth and development over time (both current status
and rate o f development). Three indicators included as measures o f early literacy are
picture naming, rhyming, and alliteration. Reliability Apr both rhyming and alliteration
measures are reported to be stable over time. These measures were moderately to highly
correlated with other language and phonological awareness measures. Concurrent validity
Apr rhyming was reported to have moderate to high correlation with IG D I picture naming
and alliteration tasks.
The Phonological Awareness Test (PAT) (Robertson & Salter, 1997) is an
instrument that fnovides standardized scores based on age norms Apr a variety o f basic to
complex phonological awareness tasks. The normaGve sample included children 5 years
to 9 years, 11 months o f age. Scoring procedures used are s tria te d in the test nianuaL
The standardization sample included over 1200 children Aom around the country and
representative o f 1990 national census Ggures. Children with disabilities were not
included in the normative sample.
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The authors reported satis6ctoiy levels o f test-retest reliability for all age levels.
Eugpirical validity was established by methods o f internal consistency and contrasted
groups. Acceptable levels o f internal consistency were noted. The authors also reported
good ability to discriminate between reading disabled and normal students at all age
levels. The subtests include ihyme discrimination and production; segmenting of
sentences, syllables, and phonemes; initial, Anal, and medial sound isolation; deletion o f
congpound words, syllables, and phonemes; substitution o f phonemes; and blending o f
syllables and phonemes. The subtests used in this study included rhyme production,
blending o f syllables and phonemes, and segmenting o f syllables and phonemes.
The Dynamic Indicators o f Basic Early Literacy Skills (DIBELS) (Good, &
Kaminski, 2003) is a standardized, individually administered measure o f the skills that
underlie early reading success Apr children in kindergarten through third grade. The
measures Apr kindergarten include Initial Sound Fluency, Letter Naming, Phoneme
Segmentation Fluency, Nonsense Word Fluency, Retell Fluency, and Oral Reading
Fluency. The measure used in this study was the Initial Sound Fluency (ISF) task that
assesses a child's ability to categorize a word by the initial sound (Good, Laimon,
Kaminski, & Smith, 2002).
The ISF measure is a revision o f the Onset Recognition Fluency (OnRF) measure
with minor revisions (Good, Laimon, Kaminski, & Smith, 2002). Good and Kaminski
used reliability and validity statistics calculated Apr the original Onset Recognition
Fluency measure as estimates Apr DIBLES-ISF, in as much as this later version
incorporated minimal revisions. Evidence o f reliability and validity Apr the OnRF
measure is adequate. Alternate-Aprm reliability o f the OnRF measure is .72 in January o f
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kindergartai By repeating the assessment Amr times, the resulting average is estimated
to have a reliability o f .91. The concurrent validity o f OnRF administered in January o f
kindergarten is .36 with the Woodcock-Johnson Psycho-Educational Battery readiness
cluster and .48 with the DIBLES test o f Phoneme Segmentation Fluency (PSF). Its
predictive validity with respect to spring-oTGrst-grade reading on a curriculum-based
measure o f oral reading Guency (DIBLES-ORF) is .45 and .36 with the WoodcockJohnson Psycho-Educational Battery total reading cluster score (Good, Laimon,
Kaminski, & Smith, 2002). Table 9 summarizes the measures used in this study.

Tabk 9
Phonological Awareness S kill and Assessment Measure

Skill

Measure

Rhyme Detection

IG D I

Rhyme Production

PAT

Alliteration Detection

IG D I

Alliteration Categorization

DIBELS

Blending o f Syllables

PAT

Blending o f Onset-Rimes

PAT

Blending o f Phonemes

PAT

Segmenting o f Syllables

PAT

Segmenting o f Onset-Rimes

PAT

Segmentii^ o f Phonemes

PAT
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Rhyming skills include levels o f rhyme detection and production. The detection
measure is a Aprced-choice matching task which includes a selection o f items with a
representative phonetic invenkpry Aom the IG D I assessment. In the rhyme matching task,
the child was shown a target picture and a set o f three pictures all named by the examiner.
The child was then asked to he^ a Anger puppet, named Ryan Lion, identic the picture
that rhymes (or sounds the same at the end) with the target picture. CorrecGve kedback
was provided on the two practice items only. A ll 10 items were given. This task, in
congparison to an oddity task, does not include the concept o f'h o t" (as in which word
does not Ayme with) W iich adds an additional receptive language congponent and may
interkre with a true measure o f rhyme.
The rhyme production measure was patterned aAer and ad^ted Aom the PAT.
For this task, the child was asked to help the same Anger puppet produce a word that
rhymes with a given word. Only single-syUable words with a representaGve ^AoneGc
inventory were used. CorrecGve feedback was provided on the pracGce items only. The
subtest was discontinued after 5 consecutive misses.
Alliteration skills include levels o f detection and categorization. The detecGon
task was patterned aAer the IG D I alliteration matching measure which required a Aprcedchoice response. The items included a representative phonetic sampling. The child was
shown a target picture and a set o f three pkAures named by the examiner. The child was
asked to help a difkrent Anger puppet, named Zippy Zebra, identi^ the picture that
begins with the same sound as the target picture. Corrective feedback was provided on
the two pracGce items only, and all 10 items were given. In congparison to an oddity task,
this procedure did not include t k concept o f "not" as welL
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The alliteration categorization task was patterned aAer the Initial Sound Fluency
measure o f DIBELS. The child was shown a page o f k u r pictures Wbich were named by
the examiner. The child was then asked to he^ the Anger puppet ident% the picture that
begins w ith a given phoneme. Items included single syllable words that begin with a
single consonant sound but no consonant blends. Corrective feedback was provided on
the practice items only. A ll 10 items were given.
Blending skills include linguistic levels o f syllables, onset-rime units, and
phonemes paAemed aAer the PAT. The researcher explained that a third Anger puppet,
named Mookie Monkey, needed help guessing what a particular picture

The

examiner said a word, containing 2 to 4 syllables, in a segmented manner with 1-second
pauses and asked the child to identi^ the word by guessing the name o f the picture. The
picture o f the item was shown to the child aAer each response. The same krm at was used
with a set o f monosyllabic words segmented into onset and rime units, and then a set o f
monosyllabic words segmented into phonemes. Each word was produced in a segmented
manner. The child guessed what the word was and thœ was shown the picture k r the
word.
Words Ax)m the PAT were adapted to include items that are Auniliar to young
children. Only monosyllabic words k r the onset-rime and phoneme tasks were used. The
phonetic inventory k r each group o f words included a representaüve sang)ling o f speech
sounds. Pictures o f each o f the items used aAer tlK child's response provided
reinkrcement and engagement.
Segmenting skills include linguistic levels o f segmenting syllables, onset and rime
units, and phonemes patterned aAer the PAT. The researcher presented a picture and
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demonstrated how a knrth Anger puppet, ElAe Elephant, Hked to talk in a very slow
manner by segmenting a word into the linguistic unit being measured. The child was
asked to "talk" like the puppet and segment the word for the presented picture into
syllables, onset and rime units, or individual phonemes. The syllable segmentation task
included words with 2 to 4 syllables. Onset-rime and phoneme segmentation included
monosyllabic words with 2 or 3 phonemes. Words Am iliar to young children were used
to reduce the inAuence o f phonologicai memory.
A pilot study was conducted using the described data collection procedures to
ascertain if revisions o f the assessment tasks needed to be made. This process included a
sample o f 8 children. In an analysis o f the results, no revisions were made to the data
collection inocess.
FhrmA/gf nw/ Zeve/s q / T h e independent variable is age with two levels: 4to 5-year-old children. The dependent variables are the skills and subskiUs o f rhyming
with levels o f detection and production, alliteration with levels o f detection and
categorization, and blending and segmenting each with levels o f syllables, onset and rime
units, and phonemes.
jVw/I

The following are the nuU hypotheses:

1. There wUl be no important and statistically consistent difkrence between the
average scores o f phonological awareness skills o f rhyming, alliteration, blending, or
segmenting in children who are 4 and 5 years o f age.
2a. There wiU be no ingwrtant and statisticaUy consistent difkrence between the
average scores o f the linguistic levels o f detection and production o f rhyming.
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2b. There w ill be no important and statistically consistent difkrence between the
average scores o f the linguistic levels o f detection and categorization o f alliteration.
3a. There w ill be no ingwrtant and statistically consistent difkrence between the
average scores o f the linguistic levels o f syllables, onset-rime units, and phonemes for tlK
skills o f blending.
3b. There w ill be no important and statistically consistent difkrence between the
average scores o f the linguistic levels o f syllables, onset-rime units, and phonemes k r the
skills o f segmenting.
An ingwrtant difkrence was dehned as a difkrence o f two
points (raw score) on congwnent skills on the mean scores o f the phonological awareness
measures between age groups and one point on congwnent subskills on mean scores o f
the linguistic levels o f detection and producGon k r rhyming, detecGon and categorizaGon
k r alliteration and syllables, onset and rime units, and phonemes k r blending and
segmenting. Alpha level was deGned as nr = .05.
vf

a&rwnpGow. The assumptkn o f normality was met by sufBcient sample

and equal size in each o f the age groups.
ZWu vfnnfysM frocedSwres
Inkrential statistical analyses were carried out using the Statistical Package k r
the Social Sciences 12.0.1 (SPSS). Mean scores, standard deviations, and other
descrçtive statisGcs were calculated kom the results o f each phonological awareness
skill measured k r each age group. The scores were expressed in raw scores and also in
percent correct. A multiple analysis o f variance (M ANOVA) was eng)loyed to evaluate
mean difkrences between the two age groups on the relationship o f the phonological
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awareness skill and subskill development. A two-way analysis o f variance (ANOVA)
was used to investigate the influence o f gender on phonological awareness development.
Finally, an ANOVA was then used to identic the relationship between the subskill levels
o f linguistic complexity within each phonological awareness component skill The scores
were transkrmed into z-scores allowing a direct comparison o f the subskills to be made.
A Guttman scaling analysis was used to describe a developmental hierarchy o f the
subskiUs.
Awf/na/y

PhonologKal awareness ddlls demonstrated by preschool-aged chUdren are
related to later development o f reading (Ehri et a l, 2001 ; Lonigan et a l, 1998; Snow et
a l, 1998; van Kleeck, 1998). Using the planned statistical procedure with a groig) o f 4- to
5-year old children, the intent o f this study is to gain a deeper understanding o f young
children's phonological awareness skiU development within a hierarchy o f linguistic
complexity. This knowledge adds to the literature base with an increased understanding
o f what young children know about the structure o f oral language bekre they enter
kindergarten.
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Chapter 4
ANALYSES
The purpose of this study is to identify levels o f phonological awareness skill
devdopment leading to phonemic awareness in 4- to 5-year-old children before they
enter kindergarten. The Arst goal was to identi^ the inAuence that age has in the
development o f the component skills o f rhyming, aUiteraAon, blending, and segmenting.
A second goal was to determine the reladonship o f phonological awareness skiU and
subskiU development in a hierarchical range o f linguisAc complexity. To address these
research quesAons, data were gathered Aom a coUecAon o f measures developed to assess
phonological awareness skAl and subskiA development in young chAdren.
In addressing the Arst goal o f this study, the data were analyzed using raw scores
looking at the inAuence o f age in the development o f the four component phonological
awareness skills and a total composite score. For the second goal, a comparison o f the
data was made looking at the reladonship o f linguisAc levels o f complexity within the
four phonological awareness components using percent correct data. The levels within
the skill o f rhyming included detecAon and producAon. AUiteraAon included detecAon
and categorizaAon. The skUls o f blending and segmaiAng each included levels of
syUables, onset and rime units, and individual phonemes. This chapter presents the results
Aom the staAsAcal analyses o f the data A)r each o f the hypotheses.
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Descriptive data include the number of cases, age, means, standard deviations,
median, range o f scores, skewness, and kurtosis. Results o f the mulAple analysis of
variance (M ANO VA), evaluating whether mean differences among groups on the
dependent variables taken together are larger than expected by chance (Tabachnick &
Fidell, 1989), are reported describing the influences o f age. The M ANOVA results are
followed by a reporting o f univariate analyses of variance (ANOVA) for each o f the
dependent variables. In analyzing the linguistic levels o f complexity for each
phonological awareness component skAl, the results of one-way ANOVAs using percent
correct scores are compared to identify consistent difkrences between levels within
component skAls. AddiAonaUy, a Guttman scale was used to identify the order of
difGculty o f the 10 phonological awareness subskAls.

The primary research question considered the levels o f phonological awareness
skAl and subskAl development within a general hierarchy o f linguistic levels that lead to
phonemic awareness in the areas o f rhynAng, aUiteration, blending, and segmenting in
chAdren 4 and 5 years o f age prior to entering kindergarten. The kUowing description
addresses the hypotheses.

The alternative hypothesis stated that there would be an important and
stadsdcaAy consistent difkrence between the average scores o f the phonological
awareness skAls in chAdren who were 4 years of age and chAdren who were 5 years of
age.
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D ata scrggwMg aW ffaAfAcaZ awa/ysw. Pnor to analysis o f the data, the
depaxdeot variables measuring Ae phonological awareness component skills and the
independent variable levels of age were examined using the Frequencies and Explore
programs o f the Statistical Package for the Social Sciences (SPSS) 12.0.1 software. To
insure k a t standard assumptions for univariate and mulAvariate analyses were met,
thorough attention was given to these descripAve staAsAcs.
A total o f 80 cases were entered into this analysis. Each cell contained a minimum
o f 39 cases, exceeding the 20 cases per variable recommended to insure robustness of
staAsAcal analysis (Tabachnick & Fidell, 1989). The numbers within cells were generally
equal.
Data were inspected for accuracy o f entry and k r missing values. AddiAonally,
each o f the distnbuAons was examined regarding univanate and mulAvariate assumpAons
k r plausible central tendencies, normalcy, outliers, linearity, homogeneity o f variance,
and mulAcollinianty and singulanty.
In univanate analyses, examinaAon o f the normal Q-Q plots and detrended normal
Q-Q plots conOrmed approximately normal distribuAon o f each o f the variables. There
were no missing values, and no ouAiers were identiAed. A ll standardized skewness and
kurtosis values appeared k be well within the acceptable range o f +/- 2.58. Given this,
and Are fact that the univariate and mulAvanate tests k r homogeneity o f vanance were
not signiAcant, the cases and the variables were entered into the staAsAcal analysis
unchanged; transkrmed vanables were not used.
The intercorrelaAon k r the dependent variables was analyzed using a Pearson
coirelaAon matrix. Table 10 shows the intercorrelaAon among the dependent variables of
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rhyming, alliteration, blending, and segmenting. Moderate correlations exist between the
variables; however, none o f the correlations exceed the criterion value o f .70, which
would be indicative of singularity or mulAcoUinearity.

Table 10
Pearson Correlation M atrix of Dependent Variables of Rhyming, Alliteration,
Blending, and Segmenting

Rhyming
Rhyming

1.000

Alliteration

Blending

Segmenting

.564**

.494**

.493**

AUiteraAon

.564**

1.000

.486**

.510**

Blend

.494**

.486**

1.000

.471**

Segment

.493**

.510**

.471**

1.000

* * Correlation is significant at the .01 level (2-tailed).
AddiAonally, examinaAon o f within-cells correlaAons, principal components
analysis, and collinearity diagnosAcs for mulAcollinearity, singularity, and redundancy
were perkrmed and found to be satisfactory. Therekre, all assumpAons k r univariate
and mulAvariate analysis o f variance appear to have been sufGcienAy met.
Re/mAf/fty. The internal consistency k r this sample's perkrmance on the sub
measures making up the k u r phonological awareness skills and a k ta l composite score
was analyzed using the Cronbach's alpAu. The internal consistency measure k r the total
composite score was .805. Rhyming was .839, aUiteraAon was .792, blending was .784,
and segmenting was .727.
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R eW ff. A one-way mulAvariate analysis o f vanance (M ANOVA) was used to
analyze A e raw scores obtained on each of the Sve dependent variables (rhyming,
aUiteraAon, blending, segmenting, and a total composite score) and the inUuaices o f age
as the independent variable with levels o f 4 and 5 years. Tables 11 and 12 display the
means, standard deviaAons, median, range o f scores, skewness, and kurtosis o f the raw
scores for each age group for the four component phonological awareness skiUs and a
total composite score. Figure 1 iUustrates the mean scores k r 4- and 5-year-old children.
The scores represent the number o f correct responses k r each component skill. The areas
o f rhyming and aUiteraAon each had a total o f 20 possible points. The areas o f blending
and segmenting each had a total o f 30 possible points. The composite total had a
maximum o f 100 possible points.

Table 11
Descriptive Statistics k r 4-Year-Old Children k r Phonological Awareness
Component Skills (n = 39)

SIdU

Mean

&D

Median

Range

Skewness

Kurtosis

Rhyming

8.97

7.08

5

1 -2 0

.523

-1.496

AUiteraAon

8.46

4.42

8

1 -2 0

.457

.126

Blending

13.85

5.64

15

2 -2 8

-.017

-.027

Segmenting

7.31

3.K)

7

2 -1 6

.870

1.063

Total

38.33

15.34

35

19-81

.705

-.088
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Tabk 12
Descriptive Statistics for 5-Year-O ld Children for Phonological Awareness
Component Skills (n = 41)

SkOI

Mean

50

Median

Range

Skewness

Kurtosis

Rhyming

14.29

6.53

18

1 -2 0

-.882

-.865

AlUteraAon

12.76

4.75

13

4 -2 0

-.058

-1.317

Blending

17.78

5.21

17

.132

.288

Segmenting

9.93

4.52

10

0 -2 2

.357

.485

Total

54.95

16.52

55

12-84

-.335

-.270

4 -3 0

The results indicated that the 4-year-old children received an average score o f
8.97 (&D = 7.08) in the area o f rhyming, which included detection and p ro d u ctif and an
average o f 8.46 (57) = 4.42) on alliteration skills o f detection and classification. For the
areas o f blending and segmenth% the 4-year-olds received an average score o f 13.85 (57)
= 5.64) and 7.31 (57) = 3.10) respectively. The mean k r the k ta l composite was 38.33
(57) = 15.34) out o f a possible 100. The skewness measure ranged from -.017 k .870, and
the kurksis score ranged Aom -1.496 k 1.063.
The 5-year-old children received an average score o f 14.29 (57) = 6.53) on
rhyming and 12.76 (5 0 = 4.75) on aUiteraAon. They received an average score o f 17.78
(57) = 5.21) on blending and 9.93 (SD = 4.52) on segmenting. The k ta l composite score
mean was 54.95 (57) = 16.52). The skewness measure ranged Aom -.882 k .357, and the
kurksis score ranged Aom -1.317 to .485.
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Each of the component skills showed a wide range of skill performance for both
age gnwq». The mean raw scores o f the phonological awareness skills and the total
composite score for both age groups are illustrated in Figure 1.

B Rhyming
O Alliteration
ED Blending
B Segmenting
n Total

Year

Mean Raw Scores of Phonological Awareness Skills and Total Composite for 4- and
5-Year-Old Children

__

_____
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A one-way mnltivanate analysis o f variance (M ANOVA) was performed on the
6ve dependent variables describing phonological awareness: Ayming, alliteration,
blending, and segmenting and the total composite score. The independent variable, age,
had two levels: 4 years of age and 5 years o f age. The combined dependent variables
were significantly aSected by age as indicated by the analysis results o f a multivariate
F(5,74) = 165.22, W ilks' ZomAdh = .082,p < 0.001. The Box's M test for equality o f the
group covariance matrix resulted in a score o f 10.664,^ < .05 (.824), Indicating that there
are no departures hom multivariate normality.
Individual univariate analyses o f variance (ANOVAs) procedures were conducted
on each o f the dependent variables to determine the signiGcance based on age. The
results for the dependent variable o f rhyming revealed a value o f f ( l , 78) = 12.210, (p =
.001). The alliteration analysis resulted in a value o f f ( l , 78) = 17.477, (p < .0005). The
result far blending was a value o f fl( l, 78) = 10.519, (p < .0005). The analysis for
segmenting resulted in a value o f F (l,7 8 ) = 9.024, (p = .004). Finally, the results o f the
univariate ANOVA far the total composite score o f each phonological awareness
component indicated a value o f f ( l , 78) = 21.678, (p < .0005).
The results o f the univariate ANOVAs, as listed in Table 13, for each o f the
dependent variables o f rhyming, alliteration, blending, segmenting, and a total composite
indicated signiGcant F values and probability values that consistenGy exceeded the a
prion value set at a = .05. The M ANOVA and ANOVA analyses led to the rejection of
the null hypothesis and acceptance o f the alteraGve hypothesis.
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Table 13
Univanate ANOVA Resnlts for Dependent Variables Comparing 4-and 5-Year-Olds

Dependent Variable
Rhyming
Alliteration
Blending
Segmenting
Total Composite

F Value

4T

F

12.21

1,78

.001

17.48

1,78

.000

10.52

1,78

.002

9.02

1,78

.004

21.68

1,78

.000

In taking the analysis one step further, the age groups were divided into half-year
increments. Table 14 describes the age range, mean age, and sample size of these four
groups.

Table 14
Description of Age Groups in H alf Year Increments

Age

4 years

Age Range

Mean

4 years, 0 months to
4 years, 2 months
4 years, 5 months

Sample Size

17

4.5 years 4 years, 6 months to 4 years, 9 months
4 years, 11 months

22

5 years

5 years, 0 months to
5 years, 5 months

5 years, 2 months

20

5.5 years 5 years, 5 months to
5 years, 11 months

5 years, 9 months

21
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The results further delineate the influence o f age (in six month increments) on the
devdopnent of phonological awareness skills. For all o f the half year age groups, the
skewness measure ranged 6om -1.450 to 1.230, and the kurtosis score ranged 6om 1.688 to 1.236. The descriptive statistics are displayed in Table 15. The raw score means
are illustrated in Figure 2.

Table 15
Descriptive Statistics (or H alf Year Age Groups
Variable

Skill

Rhyming

4 years
(« = 17)
Mean
(^D)
Median
Range

4.5 years
(u = 22)
Mean
(&D)
Median
Range

5 years
(u = 20)
Mean
(57))
Median
Range

5.5 years
(« = 21)
Memi
(&D)
Median
Range

8.76
(6.81)

9.14
(7.44)
6
1-20

12.55
(7.27)
16.5
1-20

15.95
(5.40)
19
3-20

1-15

9.18
(4.56)
8.5
1-20

10.00
(3.92)
9.5
4-17

15.38
(3.96)
17
7-20

12.94
(5.78)
14
2-20

14.55
(5.55)
15
5-28

16.60
(6.08)
15.5
4-30

18.90
(4.06)
19
13-27

6.88
(2.76)
7
2-11

7.64
(3.37)
7
3-16

8.50
(3.62)
7
0-16

11.29
(4.95)
11
1-22

35.53
(15.52)
31
20-62

40.50
(15.20)
38
19-81

47.55
(16.47)
45
12-75

62.00
(13.47)
63
40-84

5

2-20
7.53
(4.19)
Alliteration

Blending

Segmenting

Total

7
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El Rhyming
E] AlWieration
d

Blending

B Segmenting
a

4.00

4.50

5.00

Total

5.50

Half Year

Mean Raw Scores of Phonological Awareness Skills and Total Composite by H alf
Year Increments
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A second one-way multivariate analysis o f variance (M ANO VA) was performed
on the Bve dependent variables describing phonological awareness: rhyming, alliteration,
blending, and segmenting and the total composite score. The independent variable, age,
was expanded to include four levels: 4,4.5, 5, and 5.5 years o f age. The combined
dependent variables also were signiGcantly affected by age in half year increments as
indicated by the analysis results o f a multivariate f(5 ,7 4 ) = 177.61, W ilks'

=

.075,p < 0.005.
Individual univariate analyses o f variance (ANOVAs) procedures were conducted
on each o f the dependent variables to determine the signiGcance based on age in half year
increments. The F values, degrees o f Geedom, and probability values for each of the
variables are listed in Table 16. The results o f the univariate ANOVAs for each o f the
dependent variables o f rhyming, alliteration, blending, segmenting, and a total composite
indicated signiGcant F values and probabiGty values that consistenGy exceeded the a
pnon value set at a = .05. These analyses conGrmed that age, in half year increments,
was a signiGcance ioGuence, as well, on phonological awareness development and that
the nuU hypothesis is rgected.
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Table 16
Univariate ANOVA Results for Dependent Variables Comparing H a lf Year
Increments

Dependent Variable

jF Value

Rhyming

4.97

3,76

.003

Alliteration

13.25

3, 76

.000

Blending

4.44

3,76

.006

Segmenting

5.11

3,76

.003

Total Composite

11.44

3,76

.000

To investigate the influence that gender may have on the development of
phonological awareness sküls, a two-way ANOVA was performed as a test o f between
subjects effect The results far the variable o f rhyming revealed a value of fl(l, 78) =
1.882, (p = .212). The alliteration analysis resulted in a value o f F (l, 78) = 0.329, (p =
.568. The result for blending was a value o f fl( l, 78) = 1.313, (p = .255). The analysis for
segmenting resulted in a value o f Fl(l,78) = 0.604, (p = .439). Finally, the results o f the
total composite score o f each phonological awareness component indicated a value o f
F l[l, 78) = 1.668, (p = 0.200). As listed in Table 17, these results indicated that there was
not a consistent diOerence between the groups based on gender with probability values
exceeding the .05 level. Age was the primary group difkrence.
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Table 17
Two-Way ANOVA Results Investigating Ae Influence of Age and Gender

Dependent Variable

Value

Rhyming

1.882

1,'78

212

Alliteration

.329

1,78

.568

Blending

1.313

1,78

.255

Segmenting

.604

1,78

.439

Total Composite

1.668

1,78

.200

2 awf j

on q/^ZinguWic Zeve/j q/^Con^Zarity

Dgfcrÿ/rve düta The fbhowing is a description by age level o f the means,
standard deviations, and ranges for the points correct for each o f the phonological
awareness subskiUs assessed. Rhymh% included levels o f detection and production, while
alliteration included detection and categorization. Blending and segmenting included
levels of syllables, onset and rime units, and phonemes. Table 18 lists this descriptive
data far the phonological awareness subskills.
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Table 18
Descriptive Data for Phonological Awareness Snbskills by Age
4 Years
(n = 39)
Mean (5D)
Range

5 Years
(n = 41)
Mean (5D)
Range

Total
(A = 80)
Mean (&0)
Range

Rhyme Detection

58.46(32.16)
10-100

81.46 (26.70)
10-100

70.25 (31.50)
10-100

Rhyme Production

31.28(42.13)
0-100

61.46(41.99)
0-100

46.75 (44.46)
0-100

Alliteration Detection

32.05 (21.54)
0-100

53.90 (28.71)
10-100

43.25 (27.59)
0-100

Alliteration Categorization

52.56 (28.07)
0-100

73.66 (25.47)
20-100

63.38 (28.64)
0-100

Blending o f Syllables

83.85 (23.13)
20-100

92.20(11.07)
40-100

88.13 (18.36)
0-100

Blending o f Onsets/Rimes

41.79 (29.90)
0-100

56.59 (26.04)
0-100

49.38 (28.79)
0-100

Blending o f Phonemes

12.82 (17.16)
0-80

28.78 (24.61)
0-100

21.00(22.64)
0-100

Segmenting of Syllables

61.79(20.11)
20-100

70.98 (24.06)
0-100

66.50 (22.56)
0-100

Segmenting o f Onset/Rimes

8.21 (15.87)
0-60

21.22(26.66)
0-80

14.88 (22.89)
0-80

Segmenting o f Phonemes

3.08 (8.93)
0-40

7.07 (12.09)
0-60

5.13 (10.79)
0-60

Phonological S kill

Children \A o were 6)ur years o f age detected rhyming words an average o f 58%
o f the time in 10 trials and produced a word that rhymed an average o f 31% o f the time in
10 trials. The 5-year-olds detected rhymes an average of 81% o f the time and produced
words that rhymed an average o f 61%. As a group, the children in the study detected
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rhyme 70% o f the time and produced rhyming words 47% o f the time. Figure 3 illustrates
the mean percent correct scores for rhyming by year and half year increments.
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(Figure 3 continues)
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(Figure 3 cont)
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The alliteration subskills required children to detect words that began with the
same sound and then identify a picture that began with a target sound. The 4-year-olds
detected alliterative words 32% in 10 trials and categorized a word based on the
beginning sound 53% o f the time in 10 opportunities. The 5-year-olds completed
alliteration detection 54% and chose a picture beginning with a target sound 74% o f the
time. The results for the whole group followed the same pattern with detection receiving
a score o f 43% and a categorization score o f 63% o f the words in 10 trials. Figure 4
illustrates the mean percent correct scores for the alliteration subskills by year and half
year.
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(Figure 4 continues)
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(Figure 4 cont.)
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The linguistic levels o f syllables, onset and rime units, and phonemes were
assessed for the phonological awareness skills for blending and segmenting. As
illustrated in Figure 5, children who were 4 years old were able to blend an average of
84% o f words horn syllables, 44% o f words from onsets and rimes, and 13% o f words
6om phonemes each with 10 trials. Five-year-old children were able to blend an average
o f 92% o f words 6om syllables, 57% o f words 6om onsets and rimes, and 29% o f words
6om phonemes. As a whole, the children were able to blend 88% o f words 6om
syllables, 49% o f words 6om onsets and rimes, and 21% o f words 6om phonemes.
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(Figure 5 cont)
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For the skill o f segmenting, 4-year-old children segmented words into syllables
62%, words into onset and rime units 8%, and words into phonemes 3% of the time,
whereas the 5-year-olds segmented 71% of words into syllables, 21% o f words into onset
and rime units, and 7% o f words into phonemes. The whole group segmented an average
o f 67% o f words into syllables, 15% o f words into onset and rime units, and 5% o f words
into phonemes. Figure 6 describes the mean percent correct scores for segmenting.
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(Figure 6 cont.)
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Aefw 2a. The alternative hypothesis stated that there would be an important
and statistically consistent diSerence between the average scores o f the rhyming subskills
of detection and production by 4- to 5-year-old children. The results o f a one-way
ANOVA indicated a signiGcantF values fl( l, 78) = 12.162, (p = .001) and 10.295, (p =
.002) The data supported the rejection o f the nuU hypothesis which indicated that Aere
would not be a difference.
An analysis comparing each subject's performance on rhyming revealed that 37
of the 4-year-old children and 37 o f the 5-year-old children received an equal or higher
score on A e detection task than Ae production task. Only 2 o f Ae 4-year-olds and 4 o f
Ae 5-year-olds scored higher on the production task over Ae detection task. Rhyme
detection was as easy or easier A r 93% o f Ae sample.
26. The alternative hypoAesis stated that Aere would be an important
and statistically consistent difference between the average raw scores o f Ae alliteration
subskills o f detection and categorization by 4- to 5-year-old children. The data supported
the rejection Ae null hypothesis which mAcated that Aere would not be a Afkrence. The
one-way ANOVA resulted m significant f values that are F (l,78 ) = 14.708, (p < .0005)
and 12.411, (p = .001). However, the detection task was more difBcult A r the childrai to
conq^ete than the categorization task. A difference was Aund, but m the opposite
direction.
An analysis comparing each subject's perArmance on Ae alliteration tasks
revealed that 34 o f Ae 4-year-old children and 36 o f Ae 5-year-old children received an
equal or higher score on the categorization task than Ae detection task. Five o f Ae 4year-olds and 4 o f Ae 5-year-olds scored higher on Ae detection task over Ae
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categorization task. Alliteration categorization was as easy or easier A r 88% o f the
sample.
Jo. The alternative hypoAesis stated that Aere would be an important
and statistically consistent difference among Ae average scores o f the blending subskills
o f syllables, onset and rime units, and phonemes by 4 -A 5-year-old children. The data
again supported Ae rejection o f Ae null hypoAesis which mAcated that there woAd not
be a difArence. The F values o f Ae one-way ANOVA were significant A r each level at F
(1,78) = 4.308, (p = .041) for syllables, 5.582 (p = .021) A r onsets and rimes, and 11.209
(p = .001).
An analysis comparing each subject's perArmance on Ae three levels of blending
revealed that 37 o f the 4-year-old children and all o f Ae 5-year-old children received a
score equal A or higher than m the series o f syllables, onsets and rimes, and phonemes.
Only 2 o f Ae 4-year-olds displayed a higher score on one o f the smaller linguistic levels.
For 98% o f Ae sample, blending syllables was typically easier than onsets and rimes
which was easier than phonemes.
36. The alternative hypoAesis stated that Aere woAd be an important
and statistically consistent difference among Ae average raw scores o f the segmenting
subskills of syllables, onset and rime units, and phonemes by 4- A 5-year-old children.
The results o f Ae one-way ANOVA mAcated Ae Allowing F values: F (l, 78) = 3.410,
(p = .069) A r syllables, 6.946, (p = .010) A r onset and rime units, and 2.804 (p = .098)
A r phonemes. The data supported the rejection o f the null hypothesis A r only Ae onset
and rime level oflmguistic complexity. There was not an important or consistent
difference between Ae age groups and Ae linguistic levels o f syllables and phonemes.
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An analysis comparing each subject's perArmance on Ae three levels of
segmenting mAcated Aat 37 o f the 4-year-old children and 37 o f Ae 5-year-old children
received a score equal A or higher than m Ae series of syllables, onsets and rimes, and
phonemes. Only 2 o f the 4-year-olds and 4 o f Ae 5-year-olds Asplayed a higher score on
one o f the smaller linguistic levels. For 93% o f Ae sample, segmenting syllables was
typically easier than onsets and rimes which was easier than phonemes. However, Aere
were signiGcant Goor effects A r Ae phoneme level.
tAg pAonoAgiga/ oworgngss swAsM/f. The results of Ae one-way
analyses comparing Ae levels o f linguistic complexity identiSed important and consistent
differences m 8 o f Ae 10 subskills within Ae component skills o f phonological
awareness. To identify Ae different relationships between each subskill and use the raw
scores converted A z-scores as listed m Table 19 and illustrated m Figure 7. The use of zscores allows the direct comparison o f Ae slopes (o f the relationships between variable
and age) A r each subskill. For all o f Ae subskills, a one-way between and within
ANOVA, usmg Ae converted z-scores as dependent variables w iA subskill type as Ae
within-subject facAr and age group as Ae between AcAr, analyzed the overall subskiU
by age mteraction o f the subjects. The results provided a significant value o f F (9 ,702) =
27.28, (p < .005). This mAcates that there are different age trends A r different subskills.
This is also evident Aom the visual inspection o f Figure 7.
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Table 19
ZnScores A r Phonological Awareness Snbskills

4-Year-Olds
z-score (SD)
-.374(1.02)

5-Year-Olds
Z-score (SD)
.356 (.85)

Rhyme Production

-.348 (.95)

.331 (.94)

Alliteration Detection

-.406 (.78)

.386(1.04)

Alliteration Categorization

-.378 (.98)

.539 (.89)

Blending o f Syllables

-.233 (1.26)

.221 (.60)

Blending o f Onsets and Rimes

-.263 (1.04)

.250 (.91)

Blending o f Phonemes

-.361 (.77)

.344(1.09)

Segmenting Syllables

-.209 (.89)

.198 (1.07)

Segmenting Onsets and Rimes

-.291 (.69)

.277(1.16)

Segmenting Phonemes

-.190 (.83)

.181(1.12)

Phonological
Awareness Snbskill
Rhyme Detection
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Mean Z^Scoreg for Phonological Awareness Snbskills

The following Ggures separate the subskills within each phœiological awareness
skill componmL Figure 8 illustrates the slopes for the rhyme detection and production
subskills. These tasks changed signiScantly horn 4 to 5 years o f age. Rhyming skills
were developing in the 4-year-olds and were more stable in the group o f 5-year-olds.
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&
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Like rhyming, alliteration subskills also changed signihcantly from 4 to 5 years o f
age as illustrated in Figure 9. As described earlier, the categorization task was easier than
the detection task for both groups. When comparing the age groups, the 4-year-olds were
developing a sense o f alliteration and these skills were more stable within the group o f 5year-old children.
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The slopes

the blending snbskills display a variety o f steepness as seen in

Figure 10. The phoneme blending task has a similar slope to the rhyming and segmenting
subskills, whereas the syllable and onset and rime unit tasks have less o f a slope. The
phoneme task had lower levels o f skill attainment for both groups o f children and yet
showed considerable change 6om 4 to 5 years o f age. The syllable task had the highest
level o f skill attainment in both age groups as illustrated by the less steep slope.
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The slopes o f the segmenting subskills displayed the least amount o f slope in the
10 subskills as illustrated in Figure 11. The syllable segmenting task had fairly high
attainment levels and the phoneme segmenting task had low skill attainment levels for
both age groiq)s resulting in less steep slopes. As with the task o f blending onset and rime
units, the segmenting task at this linguistic level shows a moderate slope in relationship
to the other subskills.
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Finally, to investigate the relative order o f difBculty and the presumed order of
acquisition or attainment o f the phonological awareness subskills, a Guttman Scale was
used (Gilpin & Hays, no date; Guttman, 1944). A Guttman scale is a one-dimensional
structure used to study items. The data were transformed into a pass —fml accounting, in
which scores o f 0 to 5 were considered to be failing, and scores o f 6 to 10 were
considered to be passing. The results provided a Guttman Reliability score o f R = 0.834
and a CoefBcient o f Reproducibility o f 0.865. Table 20 describes the order, number
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passing, and level o f di&cnlty for each phonological awareness subskill. This indicates,
roughly, the order in which it is expected that children w ill attain a "passing" level of
each subskiU.

Table 20
Guttman Ranking and Level of DifGcuRy of Phonological Awareness Subskills

Rank
Difficnity
_______ Awareness Subskill_________ Passmg_____________
74
1
0.93
Blending Syllables
2

Segmenting Syllables

60

0.75

3

Rhyme Detection

53

0.66

4

Alliteration Categorization

47

0.59

5

Rhyme Production

42

0.52

6

Blending Onsets and Rimes

35

0.44

7

Alliteration Detection

22

0.28

8

Segmenting Onsets and Rimes

7

0.09

9

Blending Phonemes

7

0.09

10

Segmenting Phonemes

1

0.01

Note: A high level o f 'T)ifBculty" rating indicates an easier subskill.

A total o f 80 children participated in the study in which 39 children were 4 years
o f age and 41 children were 5 years o f age. None o f the children had started kindergarten.
These two groigs represented the levels of the independent variable. Each child in the
study was assessed using a collection o f measures gathered 6om the literature designed
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to assess phonological awareness skills in the area of rhyming, alliteration, blending, and
segmenting. A total composite score was calculated as well.
A one-way MANOVA was performed for the dependent variables o f rhyming,
aUiteradan, blending, and segmenting, as well as a composite score for the independent
variable o f age with levels comparing 4- and 5-year-olds and an additional analysis o f
levels based on half year increments to identi^ the influences o f age on the skill
development of phonological awareness. The analysis o f the results indicated signiGcant
diSerences o f phonological awareness skill development with respect to age.
Additionally, one-way ANOVAs were performed to identi^ the re^onship that
linguistic levels o f complexity have on skill attainment o f the individual phonological
awareness skills. SigniGcant difkrence was found between and among the various levels
o f linguistic complexity in the areas o f rhyming, alliteration, and blending; however, only
the onset and rime level segmenting was found to be signiGcant.
Given these results, the nuU hypotheses were rejected in favor o f the ahemaGve
hypotheses stating that important and consistent diGerences do exist between the
development o f phonological awareness skills o f 4- and 5-year-old children with the
excepGon o f the segmenting skill. Children who were 5 years o f age had higher levels o f
phonological awareness skill development. Both groups generally had higher scores for
the recepGve level o f Ayming over the e^gressive level. AlGteraGon categorizaGon was
an easier task than the detection task. For the skill o f blending, children received higher
scores for larger linguisGc units and lower scores for smaller units. This trend was also
noted for the levels o f segmenting; however, the diGerence among the subskills was not
found to be signiGcant. There were large Goor efkcts far the onset and rime and
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phoneme levels o f lh%uistic complexity 6)r segmaiting and blending, which were
dhÏKndttadüsfbrbodiagegpoupG.
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C huter 5
DISC%JSSICW4

Phonological awareness plays a key role in literacy development (Anthony &
Lonigan, 2004). Phonemic awareness o f children entering kindergarten has been
identiGed in research as one o f the best predictors o f their reading perArmance in second
grade. The deGnition o f phonemic awareness as a component skill developing out o f
phonological awareness has become more concise in the literature. A variety o f tasks
have been used to identify and measure skill development in young children.
The purpose o f this study is Grst to Grrther identify and deGne what phonological
awareness skills lead to phonemic awareness in children who are 4 and 5 years o f age
prior to entering kindergarten and the influence o f age. Secondly, this study looked at the
relationship among the levels o f linguistic complexity within the component skills o f
phonological awareness Gom syllables to phonemes. This chzpter provides a discussion
and summary o f the population and sample; conclusions o f the data analysis with respect
to the research questions, hypotheses, and possible explanations; strengths and
limitaGons; and implications G)r Grture research.

Typically developing 4- and 5-year-old children participating in childcare services
in the Missoula, Montana area were the population G)r this study. Children in childcare
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programs, whose directors agreed to allow the study to be conducted at their site, were
selected to participate. Two center-based and six home-based childcare facilities were the
sites Wiere the study was conducted.
Eighty children Wio were 4 and 5 years o f age prior to entering kindergarten, wbo
were considered to be typically developing by their parents and childcare providers, and
Wiose parents signed a permission to participate form, comprised the sample for this
study. O f this group, 39 children were 4 years old, o f viiich 22 were girls and 17 were
boys; and 41 children were 5 years old, including 22 girls and 19 boys.
Each child was assessed individually in a quiet location in the childcare &ciUty.
The assessment took an average o f 30 minutes to administer. Only two o f the 80 children
required an additional session to complete the &»ur conponents o f the assessment. A
different Gnger puppet was used G)r each o f the 6)ur skill conponents. The children were
anxious to meet each "Mend," who easily maintained their attention and engagement.
Conc/nsfow

The fallowing section contains a discussion o f the study results pertaining to the
research question and the three alternative hypotheses and sub-hypotheses. The research
question and the hypotheses are restated fallowed by a discussion o f the results.
vRefgwcA Qwestion

U K primary research question regards the levels o f phonological awareness skiU
and subskill development within a general hierarchy o f linguistic complexity that lead to
phonemic awareness in the areas o f rhyming, alliteration, blending, and segmenting in
children 4 and 5 years o f age prior to entering kindergarten.
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The akemative hypothesis stated that there would be an inportant and
statistically consistent difference between the average scores o f the phonological
awareness skills in children who are 4 years o f age and children who are 5 years o f age.
DifCMrsioM. The null hypothesis stated that there would not be a difkrence
between the scores on the phonological awareness skill measures o f 4- and 5-year-old
children. The results determined that there was a statistically consistent and important
difference between children o f those ages (p > .004), thus rejecting the null hypothesis.
Tfiere was a difkrence between 4- and 5-year-old children in their skill development of
each o f the G)ur conponents o f rhyming, alliteration, blending, and segmenting, as well
as the total conposite.
In taking the analysis a step further, a statistically consistent and inportant
difkrence also was found when the two age groups were divided into half year
increments. Indeed, 5)r each o f the phonological awareness conponent skills and the total
conposite, the 5-year-old children displayed higher levels o f skill attainment than the 4year-old children. As well, there was a general progression o f skill attainment f)r each
conponent skill 6)r each group in six month increments.

The alternative hypothesis stated that there would be an important and statistically
consistent difference between the average raw scores o f the rhyming subskiUs o f
detection and production by 4- to 5-year-old children.
DwcMysio». The linguistic levels o f conplexity 6)r the skill o f rhyming included a
receptive level o f rhyme detection and an expressive level o f rhyme production. The
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rhyme detection task required the children to identi^ a picture o f a word that rhymed
with a target word. The production task required children to produce a wwd that rhymed
with a target word. The results o f the analysis indicated an important and statistically
consistent difkrence rejecting the null hypothesis, vdiich stated that there would be no
difference. Children had a higher level o f skill attainment k r the receptive level o f rhyme
detection than k r the expressive level o f rhyme production. This was true k r the entire
sample, as well as k r each 4- and 5-year age groip.
The kequency distribution k r the skill o f rhyming provided an interestii% pattern.
Typically, the children either had some concept about rhyming, as indicated by higher
skiU attainment scores, or they did not, as indicated by lower scores. There were not
many scores falling in the middle range. This suggests that the skill o f rhyming has
distinct subskiUs. Children who focused on the structure o f the words demonstrated an
attainment o f language devekpment at the metaphonological level, which is indicative o f
a child's ability to understand k a t words have a meaning, as weU as a krm or structure
that can be played with and manipulated (Hodson, 1994).
Some o f the children, especiaUy those in the 4-year-old group, had not reached
this level o f language development. For example, during the rhyme detection task, a 4year-old boy was shown a picture o f a wooden bat as the target word with response
choices o f a sun, a mouse, or a cat. When asked which word rhymed with or sounded the
same at the end as "bat," he asked where the "ball" was, because a ball was the thing th^
went with a bat. Clearly, he was kcusing on the semantic association o f the object and
not the structural aspect o f the word.
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Many children who produced words that ihymed displayed a simplified or
constrictive pattern by providing words that rhymed with the target word that all began
with the same phoneme. For exanple, a child might provide the word "bat" as a rhyme
k r cat, "bug" k r n%, "bite" k r kite, "bake" k r cake and then not provide a rhyming
word k r "bee" because the target word began with the prekrence phoneme.
Generally, children who were 4 years old could detect words that rhymed about
60% o f the time. These results are consistent with previous studies that assessed rhyme
matching in which 4-year-olds were able to match words that rhymed in a range Gom
50% to 70% o f the time. The 5-year-olds in this study matched Ayming words about
80% o f the time, as compared to 60% to 70% in previous studies. Four-year-olds
produced words that rhymed about 30% o f the time, as compared to 60% k r the 5-yearolds. No previous studies identiGed levels o f rhyme production, as an isolated skill, in 4or 5-year-old groups. Upon entering kindergarten, these 5-year-old children diplayed
high levels o f rhyme detection, and the majority could produce rhymes.

The alternative hypothesis stated that there would be an important and statistically
consistent difkrence between the average raw scores o f the alliteration subskills o f
detection and categorization by 4- to 5-year-old children.
DMCMffkw. The two tasks used to measure a child's understanding o f the

beginning sounds o f words included a krced-choice matching task Gnding a picture in
which the word begins with the same phoneme as the target picture word and a task that
required the child to choose a picture in which the word begins with a given phoneme.
The matching task was a conponent o f a measurement designed k r 3- to 5-year-old
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children, whereas the phoneme categorization task was a conponent o f a measurement
designed k r children in kindergarten. The results indicated an important and consistent
difference in the scores k r the two linguistic levels, rejecting the null hypothesis which
stated that there would not be a difkrence. However, the results were the reverse o f what
was expected. The phoneme categorization task (k r kindergarteners) was overall easier
than the matching task (k r preschoolers) k r both groups o f 4- and 5-year-old children.
The children who were not easily able to detect words beginning with the same
phoneme often chose a picture that had a semantic association with the target word rather
than a phonological similarity. For example, one o f the target words was "teeth" with
response choices o f tire, phone, and pear. Children often chose the "pear" because o f the
connection o f eating a pear with teeth. Even those who attended to the sound structure
some o f the time reverted to a semantic association, at times. This may indicate that
children's metaphonological skills were still developing. However, when the target
phoneme was already isolated, as in the categorization task, the children were more
successful at identi^dng the picture that began with that sound.
For this phonological awareness skill and the tasks that were required, children
generally detected words that began with the same phoneme about 30% of the time when
they were 4 years old and 50% o f the time when they were 5 years old. This compares to
a percent correct o f about 50% k r both 3- and 4-year-old children as listed in previous
studies. Four-year-olds were able to select a picture that began with a target sound about
50% o f the time, as compared to 70% k r the 5-year-olds. These results could not be
directly compared to either the Individual Growth and Development Indicators (IG DIs)
results or the Dynamic Indicators o f Basic Early Literacy Skills (DIBELS) scores \\4iich
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both have a time element that was not used in this study. Children entering kindergarten
in this study had a developing understanding o f the beginning sounds in words.

The alternative hypothesis stated that there would be an inportant and statistically
consistent difkrence among the average raw scores o f blending syllables, blending onset
and rime units, and blending phonemes by 4- to 5-year-old children.
D/fCMÿjffon. The three levels o f linguistic conplexity measured in the blending
skill are based on the size o f the word unit. Larger units like syllables are generally easier
k r children k manipulate than smaller units such as phonemes. This was the case k r the
three subskiUs identiGed by the blending tasks. The children were asked to guess what a
puppet, vko spoke in a funny and slow way, might be saying. AGer each response, the
child was shown a picture of the segmented word to conGrm their answer. Children were
highly engaged in this activity and, overall, eiyoyed this aspect o f the interaction.
Within the age groips and as a vkole, the children were most successful blending
words Gom syllables, then by onset and rime units, kllow ed by phonemes. These results
o f the analysis were statistically consistent indicating that the null hypothesis, vkich
stated that there would not be a difkrence, was rejected. Four-year-olds could blend
words Gom syllables about 80% o f the time, words Gum onset and rime units about 40%
o f the time, and Gom phonemes about 10% o f the time. The 5-year-olds, respectively,
blended about 90%, 60%, and 30% o f the items k r each o f the linguistic levels.
O f the studies reviewed regarding blending, the results were reported either as
combined linguistic levels by year (one blending score k r syllables, onsets and rimes,
and phonemes together k r a particular age group by year) or as a combination o f age
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groups k r each linguistic level (blending score o f each linguistic level k r 4- to 6-yearolds). Only one study reported linguistic levels k r a single age level, which described 4year-olds having a percent correct score o f 65% k r syllables, 22% k r onset and rime
units, and 10% k r phonemes. In this study, the 4-year-olds demonstrated a sense of
phonological awareness but not phonemic awareness, vkereas the 5-year-olds were
developing a sense o f phonemic awareness, as exhibited by their ability to blend onsets to
rimes. Their ability to deal with individual phonemes was still developing.

The alternative hypothesis stated that there would be an inportant and statistically
consistent difkrence among the average raw scores o f segmenting words into syllables,
segmenting words into onset and rime units, and segmenting words into phonemes by 4to 5-year-old children.
Dwcuyffon. The segmentation task included the same levels o f linguistic
conplexity as the blending task. The results kllow ed a sim ilar pattern, as well, with
syllables being the easiest and phonemes being the hardest k segment. Children who
were 4 years o f age segmented words into syllables 60%, words into onset and rime units
8%, and phonemes 3% o f the time. The 5-year-old children displayed a success rate of
70% k r syllables, 20% k r onset and rime units, and 7% k r phonemes. However, the
only linguistic level that resulted in a statistically consistent difkrence Gom the other
levels was the onset and rime level There was not a signiGcant difkrence between the
syllable level (p = .069) or the phoneme level (p = .098). The null hypothesis was not
rejected. These results have a mixed conparison with previous studies which reported
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fhAf 4-year-old children could segment words into syllables about 60% to 70%, onsets
Gom rimes at about 20% and phonemes about 15%.
Syllable segmentation was a skill that both 4- and 5-year-old children were
generally successful at completing. Words with two syllables, such as "pillow" or
"candy," generally were easier than longer words, such as "television." Within this
subskill, the number o f syllables appeared to influence the children's conpetency in
separating the syllables within words. The level that required isolation o f the onset Gom
the rime was a challenging task k r almost all the children, although the 5-year-olds
demonstrated a signiGcant increase over the 4-year-olds. A signiGcant difkrence was not
kund between the age groups on the segmentation at the phoneme level The scores k r
both age groups were quite low with little skill attainment at this linguistic level
indicating a large floor efkct. Children entering kindergarten displayed phonological
awareness skills with an ability to segment words into syllables. Phonemic awareness
was still a developmg skill.
An additional observation was made k r children who segmented words into onset
and rime units and phonemes. Several children, who were all 5 years old, had a lower
score on the syllable segmentation task than on the onset and rime task. These children
qpeared k focus on the smaller linguistic unit. So, when the task required syllable
segmentaGon, they responded with phoneme segmentation exceeding the number o f
syllables in a word, but displaying a more complex ability o f isolating phonemes.

Within the k u r conponent skills o f phonological awareness o f rhyming,
alliteration, blending, and segmenting, 10 subskills were measured. The results, using
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percent correct scores, provide a direct conparison o f the subskiUs in terms o f which
ones were easier and which ones were harder for the groups o f 4- and 5-year-old children.
For both age groups, blending syllables was the easiest skill, while blending phonemes
and segmenting onset and rime units and phonemes were the most difficult. The 4-yearolds next segmented syllables, detected rhyme, and categorized words beginning with a
target phoneme, while the 5-year-olds next detected rhyme, categorized words by
beginning sound, and segmented syllables. The subskills which were moderately difBcult
k r the 4-year-olds included blending onset and rime units, alliteration detection, and
rhyme production. This level o f difRculty k r the 5-year-olds included rhyme production,
blending o f onset and rime units, and alliteration detection. These results are conparable
to the results o f the Guttman Scaling analysis. Table 21 illustrates the subskill percent
correct score ranking Gom highest to lowest k r both age groups. The shading indicates
the three levels o f difRculty Gom easier to more difficult. The "slope" o f change Gom 4
k 5 years o f age differs signiGcantly k r the subskills.
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Tabk21
SnbsklU Percent Correct Score Ranking From Highest To Lowest for Both Age
Groups

Ranking

4-Year-Olds

Percent
Correct

5-Year-Olds

Percent
Correct

Blending
Syllables

84

Blending
Syllables

92

2

Segmenting
Syllables

62

Rhyme
Detection

81

3

Rhyme
Detection

58

Alliteration
Categonzation

74

4

Alliteration
Categorization

53

Segmenting
Syllables

71

5

Blending Onsets
and Rimes

42

Rhyme
Production

61

6

Alliteration
Detection

32

Blending Onsets
and Rimes

57

7

Rhyme
Production

31

Alliteration
Detection

61

8

Blending
Phonemes

13

Blending
Phonemes

29

9

Segmenting Onsets
and Rimes

8

Segmenting Onsets
and Rimes

21

10

Segmenting
Phonemes

3

Segmenting
Phonemes

1

7

From an observational standpoint, the researcher noted that Gequently when the
task was harder, the children's attention turned to other things. They began talking about
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other topics, asked about t k other fh%er puppets, and became more restless. This
observation corresponds well with the literature describing the relationship between
behavior and literacy conpetency.
W ithin each o f the phonological awareness skills, the 5-year-old children
demonstrated higher levels o f conpetency than the 4-year-olds. In terms o f linguistic
conplexity, syllable units were easier to manipulate than phonemes k r the children as a
whole. A ll o f the 5-year-old children in the study were age eligible to begin kindergarten
within a month o f the time the study data were collected.
Upon entering kindergarten, these children on average easily blended syllables
and detected rhymes. They were fairly successful with alliteration categorization and
syllable segmentation. They were developing an ability to produce rhymes, blend onsets
k rimes, and detect alliteration. They were only beginning k blend phonemes and
segment onsets Gom rimes and phonemes in words. Indeed, the children demonstrated
skill development in phonological awareness and progressing to phonemic awareness,
moving Gom syllables to phonemes.

The purpose o f this study is Grst k further identify the inGuence o f age and deGne
what phonological awareness skills lead k phonemic awareness in children vko are 4
and 5 years o f age prior k entering kindergarten. Secondly, this study investigates the
relationship among the levels o f linguistic conplexity within the conponent skills o f
phonological awareness Gom syllables k phonemes. This study investigated skill and
subskiU attainment o f phonological awareness conponents o f rhyming, alliteration.
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blending, and segmenting. The results are reported by speciGc age groups and detailed by
specific linguistic subskills. An adequate number of 4- and 5-year-old children
participated in the study in order to draw some conclusions.
Careful consideration was given to the km iliarity and phonetic inventory o f the
words chosen to be included in the items o f the phonological awareness skills in the setup
o f each subskill task to provide a pure measure o f the skill Items were chosen or ad^ted
Gom the published measures that were representative o f common objects within everyday
environments o f young children. Familiar words are less likely to tax children's
phonological memory and are more accessible for phonological naming. The phonetic
inventory o f the group o f words included a representative sanpling o f phonemes within
the English language but excluded sounds that are more typically difBcult k r young
children to pronounce, such as /th, r, er/ sounds.
The data were collected by a researcher with exqxerience in interacting with young
children. Many o f the children requested to participate a second time. They displayed a
high level o f interest and engagement. For the most part, the children enjoyed
participating in all o f the presented tasks.
Analyses o f the results indicated a clear difkrence in the development of
phonological awareness as an influence o f age between children who were 4 and 5 years
o f age. Older children had higher levels o f phonological awareness skill development
than younger children in the areas o f rhyming, alliteration, blending, and segmenting.
Further, this trend continued when the age groups were divided again into half year
increments. Clearly, the development o f phonological awareness begins during the
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preschool years. As children approach t k age to enter kindergarten, their phonological
awareness skills are developing into phonemic awareness sküls.
The skill attainment by each age group further identiGed the progression o f
development when linguistic levels o f conplexity are considered Gom phonological
awareness to phonemic awareness, moving Gom syllables to phonemes. The chGdren
demonstrated higher levels o f skiG development with larger linguistic units o f syllables
over smaller linguistic units such as phonemes. Consistent diGerences were identiGed
between the linguistic levels o f each component skGL By delineating the levels o f
linguistic complexity, the continuum o f development is much clearer and further deGned.
The results o f the study add to the knowledge base on the development o f
phonological awareness and phonemic awareness skills and subskiUs o f children who are
4 and 5 years o f age and help to deGne what children typicaUy know upon entering
kindergarten. Children in then kurth year o f age are developing phonological awareness
with an ability to kcus on larger linguistic levels in words. They demonstrated skUl
development in how words rhyme, beginning sounds in words, and how words can be
puUed apart and put together at a syllable level. They were beginning to develop a sense
o f phonemic awareness, but the skills requiring attention at the phoneme level w ae stiU
chaUenging. ChGdren who most likely woiGd be entering kindergarten were able to
handle pWnological awareness skiUs with higher levels o f achievement. They also had
higher levels o f skill attainment with phonemic awareness tasks, although competency in
these skills was stiU developing.
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Child development is a complex occurrence with many influential Actors.
Characteristics, such as socioeconomic level and ethnicity, were not controlled k r in this
study. Any 4- or 5-year-old child participating in a childcare program, who was
considered to be developing in a typical manner, and whose parent provided consent was
included in the study.
Reading is a conqxlex process involving many interrelated skills, including
phonological awareness; however, this study only looked at one speciGc aspect o f early
literacy development. Other skill sets were not considered in relation to the development
o f phonological awareness such as oral language, vocabulary development, or print
knowledge.
GeneralizabGity o f the results is limited to children vko have similar
characteristics as the children included in the sample. The sample included 4- and 5year-old children vko participated in childcare in a rural community in the western part
o f the United States. Directors o f a k w childcare kcilities decided that they did not want
to be included in the study. As well, some parents declined to have their children
participate.
The measures used in this study were a collection o f tasks gathered Gom
published assessments. The items k r each subskill were chosen with semantic and
phonetic considerations. The words were in the typical expressive vocabulary o f young
children, and the phonemes in the words were typically ones that children who are 4- and
5-years o f age produce.
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The measures used to identify levels o f phonological awareness development
came Gom several different sources. The rhyming and alliteration tasks were adapted
Gom two sources. The measures k r the blending and segmenting corcponents were
derived Gom the same source k r syllable and phoneme levels; however, the words were
adapted to control k r the number o f syllables and the level o f linguistic conplexity. An
interesting finding o f this study included the measures used to identify alliteration. The
results o f the children in this sample indicated that the alliteration detection measure
designed k r preschool children was more difBcult than the alliteration categorization
task designed k r children in kindergarten.

The preschool period is a critical time k r literacy development. Children begin
the process o f learning about oral and written language well bekre they enter
kindergarten. The results o f this study contribute to the knowledge base o f vkat children
know about phonological awareness in the areas o f rhyming, blending, and segmenting,
and the hierarchy o f linguistic development within each skill. A beginning understanding
was gained regardhp subskills o f phonological awareness conponents in relation to other
subskills. Aspects o f the alliteration skill were partially identiGed. It was easier k r
children to identify words that began with an isolated target phoneme than words that
began with the same phoneme. Possibly, alliteration is more closely related to
segmenting, and a level o f phonemic awareness is required bekre children are able to
attend to beginning sounds.
As the tasks that represent phonological awareness are more clearly identiGed and
deGned, a larger sanple o f children should be included to see if those results are
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replicated. The measures designed to identify these skills should be carehiUy developed
to increase the certainty that the component skill is being assessed without other
conkunding Actors, such as phonological memory or phonological naming. Such
assessment procedures are vital k be able to identify children's developmental learning
trajectory o f phonological awareness. Knowing what skills children typically demonstrate
and leveA o f conpetency are vital so that children's phonological skill attainment can be
identiGed bekre krm al reading instruction begins. Tberekre, interventions can be
introduced bekre they experience difGculty in learning to read.
The need k r developing valid and rehable phonological awareness assessment
measures k r preschool children continues. The results o f this study may provide a
beginning k r the development o f such an assessment. Many aspects and Actors must be
considered.

Phonological awareness is an inportant aspect o f early literacy that is related k
reading success later in school SkUls include rhyming, alliteration, blending, and
segmenting within a linguistic hierarchy o f speech structures such as syUables, onset-rime
units, and phonemes. Phonemic awareness, a conponent o f phonological awareness,
focuses on individual phonemes and includes phoneme blending, segmenting, and
manipulation. Many o f the studies looking at the development o f phonological and
phonemic awareness generally have included children already in kindergarten, with only
a few studies incAdmg preschool aged children. Also, many o f the studies kcused on a
speciGc skiU or a set o f skills oGen without considering a range o f linguistic conplexity
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separately. Presclxxol developmental levels must be more clearly determined to identify
typical development and to help predict future reading difkrences.
This study sought to gain a deeper understanding of young children's
phonological awareness skill development within a hierarchy o f linguistic conplexity and
identi^ing the influence o f age. Eighty children participated in the study in which 39
children were 4 years o f age and 41 children were 5 years o f age. None o f the children
had started kindergarten.
Each child was assessed using a collection o f measures gathered Gom the
literature designed to assess phonological awareness skills in the areas o f rhyme detection
and production; alliteration detection and categorization; and levels o f syllables, onset
and rime units, and phonemes k r the skills o f blending and segmenting. A total
conposite score was calculated as well.
A variety o f statistical analyses o f the data resulted in inportant and statistically
consistent difkrences in the development phonological awareness skills. Children who
were 5 years o f age consistently had higher levels o f phonological awareness skiU
development over the 4-year-olds. Trends k r both groups emerged vken considering the
linguistic levels o f conplexity within the conponent skills o f phonological awareness.
A ll the children generally had higher scores k r the receptive level o f rhyming over the
expressive level Alliteration categorization was an easier task than the detection task. For
the skill ofblending, children received higher scores k r larger linguistic units and lower
scores k r smaller units. This trend was also noted k r the levels o f segmenting; however,
the difference among the subskills was not kund to be significant. There were large
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floor efkcts k r the onset and rime and phoneme levels o f linguistic complexity k r
segmenting and blending which were diMcult tasks k r both age groups.
The results o f this study strongly suggest that phonological awareness skills are
developing in young children beginning with larger linguistic units, such a syllables, and
moving toward smaller units in phonemes. The easiest phonological awareness skills k r
both age groups included an ability to blend and segment syllables, detect rhyme,
segment syllables, and categorize beginning sounds in words. The most challenging tasks
k r both groups included blending and segmenting onset and rime units and phonemes.
The children, who most likely would be entering kindergarten, easily blended
syllables and detected rhymes. They A irly easGy categorized beginning sounds and
segmented sylAbles. They were developing an ability to produce rhymes, blend onseA to
rimes, and detect alliteration. However, they were only beginning to blend phonemes and
segment onsets Gom rimes and phonemes in words. Indeed, the children demonstrated
skill development in phonological awareness and progressing to phonemic awareness,
moving Gom sylAbles to phonemes.
These Gndings add k the literature base o f what young children know about the
structural aspecA o f oral language bekre they enter kindergarten. Phonokgical
awareness tends k develop with age. Linguistic leveA o f conplexity are inportant
elemenA o f development within the conponent skills o f phonological awareness.
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may contain words that are new to you. If you read any words that are not clear to you, please
ask the person who gave you this form to explain them to you.
Purpose: We would like to ask permission fbf your child to help us learn more about how eady
literacy skills develop in young cHldren. The purpose of this research project is to better help us
identify what young children know about the skills that lead to learning to read when they enter
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Procedures: Children in the study w ill participate individually with a trained and qualiGed
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comparison with other children of similar age. Identification o f these skills may in part help to
predict bow well your child w ill learn to read.
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If you have any questions r^arding your child's rights as a research subject, you may contact the
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SAtemcnt of Consent: I have read the above descr^on of this research study. I have been
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satisfaction. Furthamore, I have been assured that any ArAer questions I may have w ill also be
answered by a member of the research team. I voluntarily agree to have my child take part in this
study. I undwstand I w ill receive a copy of thi&cdnsent Arm.
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5. Obtain ^xproval A r screening
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1. Collect da6
2. Begin data analysis
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1. Continue data analyses
2. Conqxxse chapters o f findings, conclusions, and recommendations
3. Submit Grst draft A advisor
November 2004
1. Meet with advisor A r Aedback
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3. Submit dissertation to Dean o f the GraduaA School
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